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Abstract

This paper examines the hypothesis that grammatical function reanalyses in simple sentences should not be treated
as phrase structure revisions, but rather as increased costs in ‘‘linking” an argument from a syntactic to a semantic rep-
resentation. To this end, we investigated whether subject–object reanalyses in German verb-final sentences can be asso-
ciated with an electrophysiological processing signature that is distinct from the response typically engendered by
structure-affecting reanalyses (the P600). We hypothesized that the previously observed heterogeneous ERP component
pattern for subject-object reanalyses in German might be due to task- or strategy-related interactions between the crit-
ical processing mechanisms and the experimental environment. In order to minimize specific task influences, Experi-
ment 1 therefore embedded subject–object ambiguities into short stories (presented auditorily). Constructions with
dative and accusative objects both showed a biphasic N400-late positivity pattern for disambiguation towards an
object-initial structure. These results thus contrast with previous findings, in showing that there is no principled differ-
ence in the component pattern for the two types of structures. This conclusion was confirmed by the results of Exper-
iment 2, which presented the identical accusative sentences from Experiment 1 in isolation using two different tasks
(comprehension vs. acceptability) and again revealed N400-late positivity responses. From the overall data pattern,
we conclude that the N400 is a robust correlate of grammatical function reanalysis that occurs independently of any
lexical factors and, consequently, that grammatical function reanalysis is functionally distinct from phrase structure
reanalysis.
� 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Introduction

Real-time language comprehension is characterized
by the need to make interpretive decisions even in the
absence of complete and unambiguous information
d.
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(e.g. Crocker, 1994; Frazier & Fodor, 1978; MacDon-
ald, Pearlmutter, & Seidenberg, 1994). As a result, the
processing system may commit to analyses that must
be revised at a later point in time. The mechanisms
underlying such revisions (or ‘‘reanalyses”) are of partic-
ular theoretical interest (cf. Fodor & Ferreira, 1998)
because they can be used to shed light on the nature
of the representations assigned during online language
comprehension. Thus, if the disambiguation of a partic-
ular feature towards one value as opposed to another
can be shown to be costly, this suggests that the process-
ing system has already committed to a particular repre-
sentation of this feature. By the same line of reasoning, if
reanalysis can be shown to differ qualitatively for two
processing phenomena, this would provide evidence that
these draw upon different representations during the
comprehension process. A detailed examination of the
correlates of reanalysis may therefore shed light on
otherwise controversial issues of representation.

The representation of word order constitutes a case
in point. As many languages of the world allow for var-
ious possible orderings of constituents within a sentence,
the language processing system must clearly be equipped
to deal with order variations of this type. Indeed, empir-
ical findings from several languages have provided evi-
dence for what appears to be a principled strategy for
the resolution of word order-related ambiguities, namely
a general tendency to analyze an ambiguous initial argu-
ment as the subject of the sentence (the ‘‘subject prefer-
ence”; e.g. Bader & Meng, 1999; de Vincenzi, 1991;
Demiral, Schlesewsky, & Bornkessel-Schlesewsky,
2008; Frazier & Flores d’Arcais, 1989; Lee, 2004; Schrie-
fers, Friederici, & Kühn, 1995).

While the existence of a ‘‘subject preference” is gener-
ally agreed upon in the literature, a number of different
proposals have been put forward with respect to the
question of how this preference comes about. For exam-
ple, Gorrell (2000) proposed that subject-initial sen-
tences are associated with simpler phrase structure
representations than object-initial sentences. Therefore,
the processing preference for the former could be
straightforwardly derived by a standard structural sim-
plicity metric like Minimal Attachment (Frazier &
Fodor, 1978) or Gorrell’s own ‘‘Simplicity” principle.
However, a more common syntactically-based perspec-
tive assumes that the subject-preference results from
the processing system’s endeavor to minimize filler-gap
dependencies, i.e. to associate a dislocated element with
the first possible gap position (e.g. Crocker, 1994; Fra-
zier & Flores d’Arcais, 1989), or to avoid filler-gap
chains altogether if possible (de Vincenzi, 1991). Com-
bining a syntactic and a cognitive resource-based per-
spective, Gibson (1998) posits that subject-initial
structures are preferred because they require the mainte-
nance of fewer open dependencies, i.e. while an initial
object generates a prediction for an upcoming subject
which must be maintained in working memory, no such
prediction is required under the subject analysis of the
initial element. Finally, it has also been proposed that
subject-initial sentences are preferred because they occur
more frequently or at least show a higher degree of asso-
ciability with highly frequent sentence structures (Mac-
Donald & Christiansen, 2002). While these approaches
differ substantially with respect to the concrete locus of
the processing difficulty posited for non-subject-initial
orders, they nonetheless all share the assumption that
subject- and object-initial sentences differ with respect
to their syntactic representation.

This seemingly standard assumption was called into
question within a recent cross-linguistically motivated,
neurocognitive model of online sentence comprehension,
the Extended Argument Dependency Model (eADM;
Bornkessel & Schlesewsky, 2006). The eADM proposes
that argument interpretation is logically independent
of structural position, such that simple subject- and
object-initial sentences are associated with identical
phrase structures. As argument interpretation is there-
fore governed by a phrase structure-independent level
of ‘‘linking rules”, no empty categories such as traces
are required: a reconstruction of an argument’s base
position is no longer necessary because this position is
not required for interpretation. (Note that linking-based
approaches to sentence interpretation have also been
proposed in theoretical linguistics; see, for example,
Bresnan, 2001; Culicover & Jackendoff, 2005; Van
Valin, 2005.) Consequently, grammatical function
reanalysis (in simple sentences) does not require any
alterations to the phrase structure representation, but
only a reindexation of agreement, thereby yielding
increased linking costs. (Note, however, that this
assumption does not carry over straightforwardly to
word order permutations that cross a clause boundary,
e.g. long-distance scrambling.)

Crucially, the Extended Argument Dependency
Model’s approach to word order makes the prediction
that processing costs arising in grammatical function
reanalyses should be qualitatively distinct from those
engendered by classic garden path sentences (e.g. main
verb—reduced relative (MV-RRC) ambiguities) because
of the fundamentally different representations involved
in the two cases. Clause–boundary distinctions are
encoded in the phrase structure, i.e. a subordinate clause
is hierarchically dominated by the main clause in the
phrase structure representation and the syntactic con-
stituency of an argument changes depending on whether
it is part of the main clause or the subordinate clause.
Hence, MV-RRC ambiguities, direct object-embedded
subject ambiguities (e.g. in John knows the truth hurts)
and relative clause attachment ambiguities all involve
ambiguities (and hence revisions) of phrase structure
representations, whereas ambiguities in the domain of
word order/grammatical functions do not.
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Qualitative distinctions in reanalysis as revealed by event-

related brain potentials

The issue of possible qualitative differences in reanaly-
sis can be addressed empirically by means of a multidi-
mensional measurement technique such as event-related
brain potentials (ERPs). In addition to providing a direct
measure of neural activity with a temporal resolution in
the range of milliseconds, ERP effects can be classified
with respect to a number of parameters (e.g. latency,
polarity and topography). Differences in polarity and
topography in particular have been viewed as evidence
for functionally distinct underlying processes. ERPs are
thus ideally suited to revealing both quantitative and
qualitative differences during language processing.

In the ERP literature on language processing, reanal-
ysis phenomena have been primarily associated with a
particular ERP component, namely the so-called P600
or syntactic positive shift (SPS) (e.g. Friederici, 2002;
Hagoort, Brown, & Groothusen, 1993; Osterhout &
Holcomb, 1992, 1993; Osterhout, Holcomb, & Swinney,
1994). This parietal positive shift, which occurs in a time
range from approximately 500 to 1000 ms post-critical
stimulus onset, has been shown to correlate with the dis-
preferred disambiguation of a number of well-known
syntactic ambiguities (e.g. relative clause attachment
ambiguities: Carreiras, Salillas, & Barber, 2004; Kaan
& Swaab, 2003; main verb—reduced relative clause
ambiguities: Osterhout & Holcomb, 1992; Osterhout &
Holcomb, 1993; direct object—embedded subject ambi-
guities: Osterhout et al., 1994). At a first glance, it
appears that a similar component also correlates with
the reanalysis of subject–object ambiguities. Consider
the examples in (1) (German; cited from Bornkessel,
McElree, Schlesewsky, & Friederici, 2004).
(1)
 Alle wussten, . . .

everyone knew . . .

(a) . . . dass Friedrich Gönnerinnen liebt, . . .
. . . that FriedrichSG patronsPL lovesSG
‘. . . that Friedrich loves patrons.’

(b) . . . dass Friedrich Gönnerinnen lieben, . . .
. . . that FriedrichSG patronsPL lovePL
. . . that patrons love Friedrich.’
In both (1a) and (1b), the two arguments in the sub-
ordinate clause are fully case ambiguous and thereby
ambiguous between a subject and an object reading.
When the verb is encountered, it either disambiguates
towards a subject-before-object order (1a) or an
object-before-subject order (1b) via obligatory subject–
verb agreement. A number of ERP studies have shown
that the dispreferred disambiguation as in (1b) engen-
ders a P600 (beim Graben, Schlesewsky, Saddy, &
Kurths, 2000; Bornkessel et al., 2004; Friederici &
Mecklinger, 1996; Friederici, Mecklinger, Spencer,
Steinhauer, & Donchin, 2001; Frisch, Schlesewsky,
Saddy, & Alpermann, 2002; Matzke, Mai, Nager, Rüs-
seler, & Münte, 2002). It has thus been assumed that
the P600 reflects the costs of restructuring an initially-pre-
ferred subject-first sentence to an object-initial structure.

However, at least two observations render a simple
one-to-one association between the late positivity and
grammatical function reanalysis questionable. First, sev-
eral studies have observed an earlier positivity (P345) in
response to the dispreferred resolution of grammatical
function ambiguities in relative clauses (Friederici,
Steinhauer, Mecklinger, & Meyer, 1998; Mecklinger,
Schriefers, Steinhauer, & Friederici, 1995; Vos, Gunter,
Schriefers, & Friederici, 2001). Second, recent ERP find-
ings for sentences such as (2) indicate that grammatical
function reanalysis can also correlate with negative
ERP deflections.
(2)
 Alle wussten, . . .

everyone knew . . .

(a) . . . dass Friedrich Gönnerinnen zuwinkt, . . .
. . . that FriedrichSG patronsPL waves-toSG
‘. . . that Friedrich waves to patrons.’

(b) . . . dass Friedrich Gönnerinnen zuwinken, . . .
. . . that FriedrichSG patronsPL wave-toPL
‘. . . that patrons wave to Friedrich.’
The examples in (2) differ from those in (1) only in
the use of dative as opposed to accusative verbs (i.e.
verbs assigning dative case to the object of a two-argu-
ment relation). Under such circumstances, the disambig-
uation towards an object-initial order (2b) has been
shown to engender a centro-parietal negativity between
approximately 300 and 500 ms (Bornkessel et al.,
2004). This effect was classified as an N400 because, in
terms of latency and scalp topography, it is indistin-
guishable from the ‘‘standard” N400 component (which
is generally associated with lexical-semantic/plausibility
processing, see Kutas & Federmeier, 2000). In other
studies, the ‘‘reanalysis N400” was observed as part of
a biphasic N400-late positivity response (Schlesewsky
& Bornkessel, 2006). The monophasic N400 pattern is
observed when the word order disambiguation (i.e. dis-
ambiguation towards a subject- or object-initial sen-
tence) occurs simultaneously with a disambiguation of
verb class (i.e. disambiguation of whether accusative or
dative object case is required) (Bornkessel et al., 2004).
The biphasic N400-late positivity pattern was reported
for structures in which verb class was disambiguated
prior to the point of word order disambiguation, e.g.
in structures disambiguating word order via an auxiliary
following the main (accusative or dative) verb (Schle-
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sewsky & Bornkessel, 2006). By contrast, the observa-
tion of a monophasic P600 as a correlate of grammatical
function reanalyses in accusative constructions was
reported both for word order disambiguation via the
main verb (Bornkessel et al., 2004) as well as for disam-
biguation via an auxiliary following the main verb
(Friederici & Mecklinger, 1996; Schlesewsky & Bornkes-
sel, 2006). The complete pattern of previous ERP find-
ings on subject-object reanalyses in German verb-final
sentences is summarized in Table 1. Note that here
and throughout the remainder of this paper we use the
term ‘P600’ to refer to monophasic late positive ERP
effects correlating with reanalyses, while we use ‘late pos-
itivity’ to refer to those late positive effects that appear
as part of a biphasic pattern together with an N400.
As will become clear in the discussion below, we con-
sider the two types of effects functionally distinct.

The results summarized in Table 1 suggest that, while
existing ERP results on the processing of subject–object
ambiguities do not provide straightforward evidence for
a general distinction between subject–object reanalyses
and other types of reanalyses, the electrophysiological
correlates of subject–object reanalysis appear to be
Table 1
Overview of previous ERP findings on subject-object reanalyses in G

Construction Disambiguating
information

Modality T

Relative clause Number agreement
on the auxiliary

Visual Comprehe
question

Relative clause Number agreement
on the auxiliary

Visual Comprehe
question

Relative clause Case marking on
second noun phrase

Visual Comprehe
question

Relative clause
(+concurrent
memory load)

Number agreement
on the auxiliary

Visual Comprehe
question

Complement clause Number agreement
on the auxiliary

Visual Comprehe
question

Complement clause Number agreement
on the main verb

Visual Comprehe
question

Complement clause Number agreement
on the auxiliary

Visual Comprehe
question

Complement clause Case marking on
second noun phrase

Visual Comprehe
question

Note that several additional studies examined subject-object reanaly
et al., 2002; Matzke et al., 2002). These are not listed here as they
examination in the present paper.
much more heterogeneous than those of classical reanal-
ysis types. Rather than showing a consistent component
pattern (such as a P600), they have been shown to
engender at least four different sets of effects (P345,
P600, N400, N400—late positivity). This complex pat-
tern thus appears worth investigating further. In partic-
ular, it raises the question of whether grammatical
function reanalysis can in fact be considered a unitary
phenomenon.

Recent theoretical proposals have indeed assumed
that the different ERP patterns shown in Table 1 should
be interpreted as evidence for qualitative distinctions
within the domain of grammatical function reanalysis.
In particular, we will focus on the distribution of the
N400, the P600 and the biphasic N400—late positivity
pattern. (By contrast, we will not be concerned with
the early positive ERP effects described in Table 1. As
the early positivity is restricted to reanalyses in relative
clause constructions, its interpretation is not directly rel-
evant to the issues under consideration in the present
paper. See Bornkessel and Schlesewsky (2006) for a
detailed discussion of this effect.) With regard to the
N400–P600 distinction, Schlesewsky and Bornkessel
erman verb-final structures

ask ERP pattern References

nsion Early positivity Mecklinger et al. (1995)

nsion Early
positivity + late
positivity

Friederici et al. (1998,
2001)

nsion Broadly distributed
negativity (400–
600 ms)

Friederici et al. (1998)

nsion Early positivity
(high span readers)/
late positivity (low
span readers)

Vos et al. (2001)

nsion Late positivity Friederici and
Mecklinger (1996),
Friederici et al. (2001)

nsion Late positivity
(accusatives)/N400
(datives)

Bornkessel et al. (2004)

nsion Late positivity
(accusatives)/
N400 + late
positivity (datives)

Schlesewsky and
Bornkessel (2006)

nsion N400 (dative object–
experiencer verbs)/
N400 + late
positivity (dative
active verbs)

Schlesewsky and
Bornkessel (2006)

ses in verb-second structures (beim Graben et al., 2000; Frisch
are not directly comparable to the verb-final structures under
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(2006) advanced the following interpretation: While the
N400 can be considered a correlate of reanalysis towards
a dative-initial order, a P600 reflects reanalysis towards
an accusative-initial order. The distinction between these
two components is thought to result from the different
operations required for a reanalysis in the two types of
constructions (see below for further details). Note that
Bornkessel et al. (2004) presented a speed-accuracy
tradeoff (SAT) study which provided strong converging
evidence for the assumption that the N400 in the dative
constructions can indeed be considered a correlate of
reanalysis rather than reflecting lexical or plausibility-
related processes. Thus, in structures in which disambig-
uation towards an object-initial order correlates with an
N400, the correct object-initial reading takes longer to
compute (i.e. is associated with slower SAT dynamics),
whereas lexical and plausibility-based effects are typi-
cally reflected in a lower probability of accessing the cor-
rect reading (i.e. yield lower SAT asymptotes; e.g.
McElree, 1993; McElree, Foraker, & Dyer, 2003; McEl-
ree & Nordlie, 1999).

The late positivity that is observable as part of a
biphasic pattern (in which reanalysis proper correlates
with the N400) is interpreted by Schlesewsky and Born-
kessel (2006) as reflecting processes related to an evalu-
ation of well-formedness. This claim was based on two
main observations. First, a late positivity never occurs
for word order disambiguation in sentences with dative
object–experiencer verbs (e.g. auffallen, ‘to be striking/
appealing to’). This verb class does not adhere to the
typical mapping between cases and generalized thematic
roles (Actor and Undergoer). Rather, it calls for an
assignment of the Undergoer role to the nominative-
marked argument, which also agrees with the verb. In
other words, the argument primarily responsible for
the state of affairs is now the object, rather than—as is
typically the case—the argument that agrees with the
verb in person and number (the ‘‘subject”). This analysis
is confirmed by the observation that object-experiencer
verbs can undergo neither passivization nor nominaliza-
tion (see Jackendoff, 1972). As a result of this ‘‘inverse”

thematic hierarchy, dative object–experiencer verbs are
generally thought to be associated with an object-initial
(dative-before-nominative) basic word order (e.g. Fanse-
low, 2000; Haider & Rosengren, 2003; Primus, 1999;
Wunderlich, 1997). Thus, the object-initial word order
that is the target of reanalysis in subject–object ambigu-
ities is inherently licensed with these verbs by virtue of
their thematic properties (for empirical support for this
claim, see the General discussion and Bornkessel et al.,
2004; Bornkessel, Schlesewsky, & Friederici, 2003; Born-
kessel, Zysset, Friederici, von Cramon, & Schlesewsky,
2005; Schlesewsky & Bornkessel, 2003).

Second, the late positivity (following an N400) only
occurs in sentences with dative active verbs (i.e. with
verbs that do not license a dative-initial order) when
the verb class is disambiguated prior to the point of
word order disambiguation (e.g. in sentences such as
. . . dass Richard Künstlerinnen gedankt haben . . .,
‘. . . that Richard artists thankedDAT havePL . . .’). In sen-
tences of this type, it is unambiguously clear that a
dative-initial order is not licensed when the point of
word order disambiguation is reached. Thus, while an
N400 effect is always observed when a reanalysis
towards a dative-initial order is required, the appearance
of the subsequent late positivity crucially depends upon
whether this word order is licensed within the particular
sentence context or not. This positivity therefore does
not appear to reflect aspects of the reanalysis process
proper but rather consequences of that process (i.e. the
markedness of the resulting structure). Note that the
Extended Argument Dependency Model (Bornkessel &
Schlesewsky, 2006) assumes a functional separation
between different types of late positivities. ‘‘Well-form-
edness”-related positivities of this type are therefore
viewed as distinct from reanalysis-related P600 effects
(see Kaan & Swaab, 2003, for some initial evidence in
this regard). In keeping with this assumption, Schlesew-
sky and Bornkessel (2006) assume that the monophasic
late positive effect for accusative constructions in fact
results from a superposition of a reanalysis-related
P600 and a well-formedness-related late positivity. The
monophasic late positivity is therefore typically much
larger in amplitude than the late positivity that forms
part of a biphasic pattern.

If, as previous findings suggest, grammatical function
reanalysis can be reflected in both N400 and P600
effects, this poses a challenge for the classification of
such reanalysis processes within the comprehension
architecture. Thus, this complex pattern neither provides
straightforward evidence that grammatical function
reanalysis can be grouped together with other reanalysis
types (since it does not consistently engender a P600),
nor does it clearly support the position that grammatical
function reanalysis should be treated as a qualitatively
separate phenomenon (in which case a consistently dif-
ferent ERP pattern might be expected). Furthermore,
the finding that both N400 effects and P600s can corre-
late with grammatical function reanalyses raises the
problem that a single functional process would seem to
be reflected in qualitatively distinct ERP components.

Component mapping problems in other domains

Recent findings from a non-syntactic domain suggest
that correlations between a seemingly unitary functional
phenomenon and two different ERP components may in
fact be more widespread. While increased semantic pro-
cessing difficulties at the lexical level have been consis-
tently associated with an N400 (Kutas & Federmeier,
2000; Weisbrod et al., 1999), a number of recent findings
suggest that (non-lexical) semantic integration costs at
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the sentence level yield P600 effects (Hoeks, Stowe, &
Doedens, 2004; Kim & Osterhout, 2005; Kolk, Chwilla,
van Herten, & Oor, 2003; Kuperberg, Kreher, Sitnikova,
Caplan, & Holcomb, 2007; Kuperberg, Sitnikova,
Caplan, & Holcomb, 2003; van Herten, Kolk, & Chwilla,
2005). These studies all had in common that they investi-
gated sentence-level semantic anomalies, e.g. structures in
which subject and/or object arguments could be plausibly
associated with the verb with which they occurred, but
only under the assumption of a grammatical function
reversal (e.g. The hearty meal was devouring . . ., from
Kim & Osterhout, 2005) or structures inducing an anima-
cy mismatch between the subject and the verb. In essence,
all existing processing accounts of semantic reversal
anomalies have assumed that the appearance of a late pos-
itivity in these constructions can be explained by the
assumption of parallel semantic and syntactic (or heuris-
tic and algorithmic) processing routes. Whereas Kim and
Osterhout (2005), for example, argue that the P600 results
when the information available to the semantic route is
sufficiently strong for this route to ‘‘win” over the syntac-
tic route, van Herten and colleagues assume that the pos-
itivity simply expresses the conflict that results when the
heuristic and algorithmic routes yield incompatible
results. (For a derivation of semantic P600 effects within
the context of the extended Argument Dependency
Model, see Bornkessel-Schlesewsky & Schlesewsky, sub-
mitted for publication.)

However, despite the superficial similarity between the
component interpretation problem arising with semantic
P600 effects and the phenomena under consideration here,
it is not clear how an explanation in terms of parallel pro-
cessing routes could explain the findings for grammatical
function reanalyses. Crucially, none of the critical studies
cited above (Bornkessel et al., 2004; Friederici & Mecklin-
ger, 1996; Schlesewsky & Bornkessel, 2006) used semanti-
cally biased materials. There was therefore no differential
manipulation of semantic information that could explain
why a semantic/heuristic processing route might yield dif-
ferent results to a syntactic/algorithmic processing route.
In addition, even an extended approach assuming that
further information types (e.g. verb class) may contribute
to the heuristic processing route cannot explain the distri-
bution of the ‘‘reanalysis N400”: while the lexical support
for an object-initial order clearly differs between dative
active and dative object–experiencer verbs (see above),
word order reanalyses robustly lead to an N400 effect with
both of these verb types.

Possible domain-general influences on the component

difference?

Previous accounts of the component differences
observed in association with subject-object reanalyses
have assumed that these should be attributed to linguis-
tic or psycholinguistic differences between the structures
in question. For example, and as discussed above, Born-
kessel et al. (2004) and Schlesewsky and Bornkessel
(2006) proposed that the operations required for a suc-
cessful reanalysis differ between accusative and dative
structures, thus yielding a P600 in the former and an
N400 (possibly followed by a late positivity) in the latter
case. Alternatively, however, the difference between rea-
nalyses in accusative and dative structures might be
more general in nature, i.e. rather than stemming from
linguistic differences, it could also be attributable to
the interaction between an aspect of linguistic processing
(reanalysis) and the environment in which it occurs.

A scenario of this type appears plausible in view of
recent results showing that both N400 effects and lan-
guage-related late positivities can be modulated substan-
tially by effects of task, experimental environment and
individual processing strategy (Roehm, Bornkessel-
Schlesewsky, Rösler, & Schlesewsky, 2007a). Further-
more, the experiments by Roehm et al. (2007a) showed
that—even at a level of very basic lexical/semantic pro-
cessing (antonym relations)—the effects within the N400
time window and the late positivity time window are not
independent of one another. Both of these consider-
ations are potentially highly relevant for the N400–
P600 puzzle in reanalysis as they indicate that task-
and strategy-based effects cannot be lightly discounted
within the component domain under consideration. In
addition, as all previous published ERP experiments
on the processing of subject-object ambiguities have
(a) presented sentences in isolation with a task following
each critical sentence, and (b) used relatively slow ‘‘rapid
serial visual presentation”, they appear particularly sus-
ceptible to influences of this type. Thus, it is possible
that accusative and dative constructions differ with
respect to their interaction with these various parame-
ters. Before concluding that the puzzle indeed requires
a linguistic or psycholinguistic solution, an explanation
along these lines would first need to be ruled out.

In view of these considerations, the present studies
aimed to examine the effects of the experimental envi-
ronment on the processing of subject–object ambiguities
in dative and accusative constructions. To this end,
Experiment 1 attempted to minimize all task-related
influences by embedding the critical sentences within
(auditorily presented) short stories, with participants
answering questions for general story comprehension.
In order to test the effects of task more directly, Exper-
iment 2 presented the acoustically identical accusative
sentences in isolation and contrasted the effects of a
comprehension and an acceptability judgment task.
Experiment 1

The aim of Experiment 1 was to investigate whether
the dative-accusative contrast previously reported for



Table 2
Example sentences for the critical conditions in Experiments 1
and 2

Condition Example

ACC-SO . . . dass Bertram Surferinnen geärgert hat
. . . that BertramNOM/ACC/DAT.SG

surfersNOM/ACC/DAT.PL annoyedACC hasSG

‘. . . that Bertram annoyed surfers’

ACC-OS . . . dass Bertram Surferinnen geärgert haben
. . . that BertramNOM/ACC/DAT.SG

surfersNOM/ACC/DAT.PL annoyedACC havePL

‘. . . that surfers annoyed Bertram’

DAT-SO . . . dass Bertram Surferinnen gratuliert hat
. . . that BertramNOM/ACC/DAT.SG

surfersNOM/ACC/DAT.PL congratulatedDAT hasSG

‘. . . that Bertram congratulated surfers’

DAT-OS . . . dass Bertram Surferinnen gratuliert haben
. . . that BertramNOM/ACC/DAT.SG

surfersNOM/ACC/DAT.PL congratulatedDAThavePL

‘. . . that surfers congratulated Bertram’

In all conditions, half of the sentences were presented with the
proper name preceding the bare plural noun (as in the table),
while the order of the two noun phrases was reversed in the
other half (with the number agreement of the auxiliary changed
accordingly). Note that the matrix clauses introducing the
critical subordinate clauses varied considerably depending on
the story context in which they occurred (see Appendix B).
Abbreviations used: ACC, accusative; DAT, dative; SO, subject-
before-object; OS, object-before-subject.
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subject-object reanalyses (Bornkessel et al., 2004; Schle-
sewsky & Bornkessel, 2006) would continue to hold even
within an experimental environment that minimizes
task- and strategy-related influences. To this end, we
employed critical sentence materials virtually identical
to those used in our previous studies, but made three
major changes to the mode of presentation: (a) sentences
were presented auditorily rather than visually; (b) criti-
cal sentences were embedded in short stories (approxi-
mately 1.35 min in length) rather than presented in
isolation; and (c) the participants’ task was not explicitly
related to the critical manipulation but targeted general
story comprehension. Sentences were thus presented in
an environment that was as natural as possible under
experimental circumstances and, moreover, that did
not focus participants’ attention on the critical manipu-
lation and therefore should not be susceptible to possible
task-related effects. As in Bornkessel et al. (2004), object
case (accusative vs. dative) was manipulated as a
between-participants factor.

Materials and methods

Participants

Forty students (20 female) of the University of Leip-
zig participated as paid volunteers. All participants in
this and in the second experiment were right-handed
(according to an adapted German version of the Edin-
burgh Handedness Inventory; Oldfield, 1971), monolin-
gual native speakers of German and had normal hearing
and normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Four addi-
tional participants were excluded from the final data
analysis for Experiment 1 due to technical problems,
eye-artifacts and/or problems in performing the behav-
ioral task.

Prior to the experimental session, participants were
tested for their sentence memory span according to a
German version of the Daneman and Carpenter (1980)
Reading Span test and were randomly assigned to one
of the two verb-type groups. Twenty participants with
a mean age of 23.7 years (range 19–28 years) and a mean
reading span of 3.85 (range 2.5–6) were assigned to the
accusative-verb group. Twenty participants with a mean
age of 24.1 years (range 19–29 years) and a mean read-
ing span of 3.93 (range 2.5–6) were assigned to the dative
group. The two groups did not differ significantly with
respect to age (|t(38)| < 1) or reading span (|t(38)| < 1).

Materials

All experimental sentences contained a main clause
followed by a complement clause. The complement
clauses were highly similar to the ones used by Bornkes-
sel et al. (2004) in that the same proper nouns and bare
plural noun phrases were used. The accusative and
dative active verbs were also taken from the 80 sets used
by Bornkessel et al. (Experiment 1) with the exception
that 10.53% of them were exchanged, primarily due to
the requirement that only verbs selecting haben (‘to
have’) as an auxiliary were used in the present study.
In addition, four further sets consisting of a proper
noun, a bare plural noun phrase an accusative and a
dative active verb were generated. The resulting 84 sets
were later used to construct the four critical conditions,
examples of which are given in Table 2 (see Appendix A
for a full list of critical sentence materials).

As described above, the experimental sentences were
embedded within short stories. In order to exclude pos-
sible effects of story context or differing structural com-
plexity, the stories were carefully controlled with respect
to a number of parameters (e.g. length, syntactic com-
plexity, text cohesion). These are summarized in Appen-
dix B, which also provides two example stories. Each
story incorporated three critical sentences. The ratio of
critical sentences to non-critical sentences within the sto-
ries was therefore approximately 1:3 (depending on the
exact length of a story). Stories were constructed such
that each experimental sentence could either start with
the proper name or the plural noun phrase, could have
a subject- or an object-initial order and could either have
the proper name or the plural noun phrase as subject or
object of the clause. The precise structure of each exper-
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imental sentence was determined by constrained ran-
domization after all stories had been constructed.

The experimental sentences within the stories were
disambiguated towards a subject- or an object-initial
order equally often. For each order, half of the sentences
started with the proper name and the other half started
with the plural noun phrase. By counterbalancing
proper names and noun phrases, it was ensured that
the disambiguation towards either order was effected
equally often by an auxiliary marked for singular or
for plural. Each story contained at least one subject-
and one object-initial structure. Finally, in order to
ensure that the critical sentences could not be immedi-
ately recognized as such within the stories, each story
contained at least one ‘filler’ (foil) sentence, in which
the complementizer dass was followed by either a proper
name or a bare plural noun phrase, but the sentence
ended with a non-critical continuation (i.e. without a
subject–object ambiguity).

As the experiment aimed to present the critical sen-
tences in as natural a context as possible but without
providing an explicitly supporting discourse context
for either object- or subject-initial structures, influences
of givenness were controlled for by ensuring that the
previously mentioned arguments were equally often sub-
ject or object in subject- and object-initial clauses. Addi-
tionally, half of the previously mentioned arguments
were singular noun phrases and the other half were plu-
ral noun phrases. Arguments in the clause-initial posi-
tion were previously mentioned as often as arguments
in the second position. The effects of givenness on the
acceptability of the critical sentences were controlled in
a behavioral pretest (see below). In accordance with pre-
vious findings showing that the subject-preference is not
influenced by context in German (Meng, Bader, &
Bayer, 1999), this analysis revealed no consistent effect
of givenness on the acceptability of the word order
manipulation (see the discussion of Experiment 1).

As the stories’ context allowed the experimental sen-
tences to either contain an accusative or a dative verb,
each of the 28 stories was realized twice, containing
exclusively accusative verbs in the experimental sen-
tences in the one case and containing solely dative verbs
in the other case. Thus, the factor verb-type was realized
in a between-participants design in accordance with pre-
vious studies (see Bornkessel et al., 2004).

All stories were spoken by a female and a male
trained speaker who were instructed to read the stories
as naturally as possible. Two speakers were chosen in
order to ensure that any observed effects would not be
due to possible speaker idiosyncrasies. All stories were
recorded on tape in order to be digitized afterward
(44.1 kHz, 16-bit sample rate).

The stories were assigned to different lists such that
half of the participants listened to 14 stories spoken by
the female speaker and 14 stories spoken by the male
speaker. For the remaining participants, the mapping
of speakers to stories was reversed.

Acoustic analyses of the critical sentences

The materials used in Experiment 1 were recorded in
a natural manner and no splicing was undertaken in
order to guarantee for maximal naturalness. Thus, to
examine possible prosodic differences between our
experimental conditions, acoustic analyses of the critical
sentences were computed. For each sentential constitu-
ent (complementizer, first noun phrase, second noun
phrase, verb, auxiliary) in each critical sentence, the fol-
lowing parameters were extracted: duration, mean inten-
sity and fundamental frequency (F0) for pitch onset,
offset, minimum and maximum. For a visualization of
the mean durations per constituent and the F0 contours
for each of the two speakers, see the Supplementary
materials. The intensities ranged from 55 to 67 dB for
the female speaker and from 55 to 69 dB for the male
speaker, but there were no differences between condi-
tions at any position in the sentences.

The acoustic parameters were subjected to an analy-
sis of variance (ANOVA) involving the factors
SPEAKER (male vs. female), and CONSTITUENT-
ORDER (subject-before-object vs. object-before-sub-
ject). Separate analyses were computed for the two verb
types (accusative vs. dative) as these were included in
different stories. Main effects of speaker will not be
reported, as they are attributable to inherent individual
differences (e.g. higher F0 for females, individual speak-
ing rate etc.). In addition, pitch effects will only be
reported when they exceed the threshold for perception
as defined by Rietveld and Gussenhoven (1985).

For the constituent durations, no differences between
the critical conditions reached significance (i.e. there
were only main effects of speaker). Regarding the
pitch contours, we observed an interaction
SPEAKER � CONSTITUENT-ORDER for the onset
of the second noun phrase in conditions with accusative
verbs (F(1,82) = 6.16, p < .02). Resolving this interac-
tion revealed a significant effect of CONSTITUENT-
ORDER for the female speaker (F(1,82) = 5.49,
p < .03), which was due to a higher F0 for the object-ini-
tial structures.

In addition, visual inspection of the pitch contours
for the male speaker revealed a difference between
object- and subject-initial sentences that could not be
captured by means of the statistical analysis. At the posi-
tion of the FIRST NOUN PHRASE, the subject-initial
dative condition showed a falling contour from maxi-
mum to minimum, while all other conditions involved
a rise from minimum to maximum. At the position of
the second noun phrase, a falling contour from maxi-
mum to minimum was observable for both subject-ini-
tial conditions with the reversed contour obtaining in
the object-initial conditions.
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Behavioral pre-test

In order to examine the perception of the critical sen-
tences within the story contexts, we conducted a behav-
ioral pre-test of our materials using an acceptability
judgment task. To this end, story segments that ended
with a critical sentence were presented and participants
were asked to judge the acceptability of the last sentence
using a 4-point-scale ranging from ‘‘not acceptable at
all” (1) to ‘‘very acceptable” (4). In addition, ‘‘filler sto-
ries” ending with an ungrammatical sentence were cre-
ated and randomly interspersed with the critical stories.

Thirty-two students from the University of Leipzig
who were native speakers of German (16 females; mean
age: 23.47; age range 19–27 years) participated in the
experiment. Participants were randomly assigned to
either the accusative-verb or the dative-verb group.

The mean acceptability ratings are displayed in Table
3.

As it is apparent from Table 3, subject-initial sen-
tences were consistently judged to be more acceptable
than their object-initial counterparts. Thus, even though
the grammatical function ambiguities were encountered
within a short story, the results of the pre-test replicate
the well-known acceptability drop for structures requir-
ing a reanalysis towards an object-initial order (e.g. Bad-
er & Meng, 1999). This acceptability drop was especially
Table 3
Mean acceptability ratings for subject- and object-initial
sentences in the behavioral pre-test

Condition Accusative Dative

Proper
name

Plural
noun

phrase

Proper
name

Plural
noun

phrase

SO 3.59 (0.37) 3.63 (0.36) 3.80 (0.28) 3.74 (0.36)
OS 2.73 (0.57) 2.03 (0.56) 2.85 (0.59) 1.91 (0.69)

Mean rating scores are presented separately for sentences with
accusative and dative verbs and for sentences beginning with a
proper name and a bare plural noun phrase, respectively.
Standard deviations are given in parentheses. Abbreviations

used: SO, subject-before-object; OS, object-before-subject.

Table 4
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) for the mean acceptability ratings in

Source df F p

VERB 1,30 <1 —
CONSTITUENT-ORDER (ORD) 1,30 280.04 <0.001
FIRST NOUN PHRASE (NP1) 1,30 40.15 <0.001
VERB * ORD 1,30 1.08 >0.3
VERB * NP1 1,30 1.67 >0.2
ORD * NP1 1,30 35.90 <0.001

VERB * ORD * NP1 1,30 <1 —
pronounced for structures with an initial bare plural,
which can be attributed to the fact that sentences of this
type violate an additional linearization rule for German,
namely that definite arguments should precede indefinite
arguments (e.g. Lenerz, 1977; Müller, 1999).

These descriptive observations were confirmed by a
repeated measures ANOVA involving the between-par-
ticipants factor VERB (accusative vs. dative), and the
within-participants factors CONSTITUENT-ORDER
(subject-before-object vs. object-before-subject) and
FIRST NOUN PHRASE (proper name vs. bare plural
noun phrase). For all significant effects, we report 95%
confidence intervals (CI) for the differences between con-
dition means computed using the mean square error
terms from the analysis by participants (Loftus & Mas-
son, 1994; Masson & Loftus, 2003). The ANOVA (see
Table 4) revealed a significant main effect of CONSTIT-
UENT-ORDER, indicating that subject-initial struc-
tures were judged to be significantly more acceptable
than object-initial structures (3.69 vs. 2.38, contrast
effect: 1.31 with a 95% CI of 0.14).

Furthermore, there was a significant main effect of
FIRST NOUN PHRASE (3.24 vs. 2.83, contrast effect
0.41 with a 95% CI of 0.14) as well as a significant inter-
action between these factors (interaction effect of 0.81
with a 95% CI of 0.28). Resolving the significant CON-
STITUENT-ORDER * FIRST NOUN PHRASE inter-
action revealed significant main effects of
CONSTITUENT-ORDER for sentences starting with
a proper name (3.70 vs. 2.79, mean difference 0.91 with
a 95% CI of 0.19) as well as for those starting with a bare
plural noun phrase (3.69 vs. 1.97, mean difference 1.71
with a 95% CI of 0.19). Neither the main effect of VERB
nor any interactions with VERB reached significance.

For the results of an additional analysis examining
the influence of givenness of the arguments with respect
to the previous story context, see the discussion of
Experiment 1.

Procedure

Participants were seated in a dimly lit room in front
of a computer monitor. As each short story lasted
the behavioral pre-test

Interaction resolution

—
—
—
—
—
NP1 = proper name: CONSTITUENT ORDER
F(1,30) = 91.06, p < .001
NP1 = bare plural noun phrase: CONSTITUENT ORDER
F(1,30) = 239.42, p < .001
—
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approximately 1.35 min, it would not have been possible
for them to suppress blinks or eye-movements during
the entire period. Thus, to avoid ocular artifacts, partic-
ipants were asked to close their eyes during story presen-
tation and to fixate their eyelids according to a method
originally described by Röder and colleagues for ERP-
studies in congenitally blind subjects (Röder, Rösler, &
Neville, 2000, 2001). This entailed placing index and
middle fingers over the inner and outer edges of the
closed eyelids. Participants were asked to suppress eye
movements and blinks but were also told to not put
any pressure on their eyeballs. In order to ensure that
participants were still seated comfortably, their arms
were supported by pillows.

Each trial began with a fixation cross, which
appeared in the center of the computer screen for
2000 ms. Subsequently, the request to close the eyes
‘‘Bitte die Augen schließen. . .” (”Close your eyes, please
. . .”) was displayed for 3000 ms. An inter-stimulus-inter-
val of 6000 ms intervened between the offset of the
request and the onset of the stories so that all muscle
movements associated with the eye-fixation were com-
pleted before the story began. The stories were presented
auditorily via two loudspeakers. At the end of each
story, a tone signaled to participants that they should
open their eyes and prepare themselves for answering a
comprehension question. The comprehension questions
were displayed visually together with two response alter-
natives. They were presented for a maximum of 6000 ms
and participants had to indicate the correct response
alternative by pressing one of two buttons. The ques-
tions were related to the overall context of the story
and only a quarter of all questions was related to the
critical sentences.

An experimental session—including a practice
sequence of three stories and electrode application and
removal—lasted approximately 2.5–3 h.

EEG recordings

The EEG was recorded from 51 Ag/AgCl-electrodes,
which were fixed to the scalp by means of an elastic cap
(Electro Cap International, Eaton, OH). The ground
electrode was positioned above the sternum. All chan-
nels were referenced to the left mastoid, but rereferenced
to linked mastoids offline. The vertical and horizontal
EOG was recorded from two electrodes placed above
and below the participants’ right eye and from two elec-
trodes placed at the outer canthus of each eye.

The EEG and EOG were recorded with a digitization
rate of 250 Hz. All channels were amplified by a Twente
Medical Systems amplifier (Enschede, The Netherlands)
and impedances were kept below 5 kX.

Data analysis

For the behavioral data, error rates were first calcu-
lated for all comprehension questions. Second, error
rates were determined selectively for those questions that
were related to the experimental sentences. A repeated-
measures analysis involving the between-participants
factor VERB (accusative vs. dative) was computed on
the data. We refrained from analyzing reaction times
as the comprehension questions were presented
4000 ms after the end of a story and stories never ended
with an experimental sentence. Thus, the reaction times
are not very informative with respect to the understand-
ing of the experimental sentences.

The EEG-data were bandpass filtered off-line using a
0.3- to 20-Hz filter. No trials containing ocular artifacts
(criterion ±40 lV) or other movement artifacts were
included in further analyses. However, in contrast to
other ERP-experiments, no single trials were excluded
from the averaging procedure due to incorrectly
answered comprehension questions. As the questions
targeted overall story comprehension and could there-
fore be related to any sentence in a given story, an incor-
rect answer cannot be regarded as sufficient evidence
that the participant had not processed the experimental
sentences in the preceding properly. Instead, the entire
data sets of two participants were excluded because of
too many mistakes in the questions relating to the crit-
ical sentences.

Average ERPs were calculated per participant and
per condition for a time window ranging from 200 ms
prior to the onset of the disambiguating input item
(i.e. the sentence final auxiliary) to 1200 ms post-onset.
Afterward, grand-averages were computed over all par-
ticipants. For graphical display only, the grand-averages
were filtered using an 8-Hz low-pass filter. Note that, in
the figures, the difference between object- and subject-
initial sentences is only shown separately for the two lev-
els of FIRST NOUN PHRASE when the statistical
analysis revealed a significant influence of this factor.

For the statistical analysis, time-windows were
selected on the basis of visual inspection. Repeated-mea-
sures ANOVAs involving the between-participants fac-
tor VERB (accusative vs. dative) and the within-
participants factors CONSTITUENT-ORDER (sub-
ject-before-object vs. object-before-subject), FIRST
NOUN PHRASE (proper name vs. bare plural noun
phrase) and region of interest (ROI) were calculated
for each of the time-windows. Separate analyses were
conducted for the midline and for the lateral electrodes.

For the analysis of the midline electrodes, each of the
seven midline electrodes (FZ, FCZ, CZ, CPZ, PZ, POZ
and OZ) constituted a ROI of its own. The six lateral
ROIs were defined as follows: left-anterior (F7, F5,
F3, FT7, FC5, FC3), left-central (T7, C5, C3, TP7,
CP5, CP3), left-posterior (P7, P5, P3, PO7, PO3, O1),
right-anterior (F4, F6, F8, FC4, FC6, FT8), right-cen-
tral (C4, C6, T8, CP4, CP6, TP8) and right-posterior
(P4, P6, P8, PO4, PO8, O2). In order to avoid excessive
Type I errors due to violations of sphericity, all effects
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with two or more degrees of freedom in the numerator
were adjusted using the procedure suggested by Huynh
and Feldt (1970). All analyses were carried out in a hier-
archical manner in that only significant interactions
(p < .05) were resolved. In addition, no main effects of
ROI will be reported.

Results

Behavioral data

The mean error rates for the comprehension ques-
tions were computed separately for each verb-type
group. Participants in the accusative group had a mean
error rate of 11.47% (SD 5.66) for all comprehension
questions and of 12.38% (SD 11.68) for the questions
relating to the experimental sentences. Participants in
the dative group showed a mean error rate of 9.70%
(SD 4.48) for all questions and a mean error rate of
16.67% (SD 11.59) for those questions that were related
to the critical sentences.

The corresponding ANOVA did not reveal any dif-
ferences between the two groups (accusative vs. dative
verbs). This was the case for both the analysis of all
questions (F(1,38) = 1.21, p > .2) and for the analysis
of those questions that were related to the experimental
sentences (F(1,38) = 1.36, p > .2). Thus, the analysis
indicated that neither verb-type group had significantly
more difficulties with the comprehension questions than
the other group.

ERP data

The grand averages elicited by the disambiguating
auxiliary are displayed in Fig. 1 for the stories with
dative verbs and in Fig. 2 for stories containing accusa-
tive verbs. The grand averages are shown for a subset of
21 electrodes.

As is apparent from Fig. 1, object-initial structures
containing dative active verbs elicited a centro-parietally
distributed negative component (N400) peaking around
450 ms post-onset of the disambiguating sentence-final
auxiliary. This negative component was followed by a
positive deflection, which reached its maximum at pos-
terior electrode sites at around 770 ms.

Fig. 2 shows that the contrast between subject- and
object-initial structures also elicited a negative deflection
(N400) in sentences containing accusative verbs. This
negativity had its maximum around 430 ms post-onset
of the sentence-final auxiliary and was most pronounced
at centro-parietal electrode sites. Similar to the dative
structures, the observed negativity was followed by a
late positivity, which was most pronounced over poster-
ior regions but which appears somewhat smaller than
the late positivity observed for dative-initial structures.

In view of the pitch contour differences between the
two speakers (see Supplementary materials), we further
computed separate grand averages per speaker. As
shown in Fig. 3, the basic pattern of an N400 followed
by a late positivity for the object-initial sentences was
observable for both speakers. This suggests that the
cross-condition differences in pitch movements that were
produced by the male speaker did not function as a cue
for word order disambiguation during online
comprehension.

For the statistical analysis of the N400, a time-win-
dow ranging from 300 to 550 ms was chosen, while a
time-window ranging from 650 to 1000 ms was selected
to analyze the observed positivity. Values for non-signif-
icant effects will only be reported when they are of cen-
tral interest to the question under consideration (e.g. for
the interaction CONSTITUENT-ORDER * VERB).
N400 time window: 300–550 ms

The ANOVA for the early time-window is depicted
in Table 5.

For the midline electrodes, the statistical analysis
revealed a main effect of CONSTITUENT-ORDER as
well as a significant ROI * CONSTITUENT-ORDER
interaction. Resolving this interaction by ROI revealed
significant effects of CONSTITUENT-ORDER for all
seven midline electrodes. In all cases, object-initial struc-
tures elicited more negative ERPs than subject-initial
structures. Crucially, the VERB * CONSTITUENT-
ORDER interaction did not reach significance.

The corresponding statistical analysis for the lateral
electrode sites (see Table 5) also showed a significant
main effect of CONSTITUENT-ORDER and a signifi-
cant interaction of ROI * CONSTITUENT-ORDER.
The ROI * CONSTITUENT-ORDER interaction
reflected the fact that the factor CONSTITUENT-
ORDER reached significance in all regions except the
left-anterior ROI. Again, there was no significant inter-
action of VERB * CONSTITUENT-ORDER.
Late positivity time window: 650–1000 ms

The statistical analysis for the late time-window is
depicted in Table 6.

The ANOVA for the midline electrodes revealed a
significant main effect of CONSTITUENT-ORDER
and a significant interaction of ROI * CONSTITU-
ENT-ORDER. The latter resulted from the fact that
the observed positivity was only significant at central
and posterior electrode sites, as the factor CONSTITU-
ENT-ORDER only reached significance at electrodes
CZ, CPZ, PZ, POZ and OZ. As for the earlier time-win-
dow, the VERB * CONSTITUENT-ORDER interac-
tion did not reach significance.

The corresponding analysis for the lateral electrodes
revealed a main effect of CONSTITUENT-ORDER as
well as significant interactions of ROI * CONSTITU-
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collapse over the factor FIRST NOUN PHRASE. Negative amplitudes are plotted upwards.
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ENT-ORDER and ROI * VERB. The ROI *
CONSTITUENT-ORDER interaction again reflected
the fact, that the factor CONSTITUENT-ORDER only
reached significance in the central and posterior ROIs. By
contrast, there were no significant effects of VERB in any
of the ROIs. Importantly, the VERB * CONSTITU-
ENT-ORDER interaction again did not reach significance.

Discussion

Experiment 1 revealed a biphasic N400-late positivity
pattern for reanalyses towards object-initial structures
that was independent of the type of object case (accusa-
tive or dative). It thus indicates that the occurrence of a
‘‘reanalysis N400” is not crucially tied to particular
properties of dative verbs, but may also occur with accu-
sative verbs under certain circumstances. Moreover, of
all of the studies on grammatical function reanalysis in
the literature, the present experiment appears least sus-
ceptible to task-related or strategic effects due to the
story-based presentation.

Could the results of Experiment 1 have been crucially
influenced by the fact that the critical sentences were
embedded within a broader discourse context? An addi-
tional analysis of the data collected in the behavioral
pre-test indicates that this is a rather unlikely scenario.
The analysis included the factor givenness of the argu-
ments, as the critical sentences either contained arguments
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that had not been mentioned previously, arguments that
had been mentioned explicitly at a previous point in the
short story or arguments that had been previously intro-
duced in a wider sense (e.g. via synonyms or bridging
inferences). These levels of GIVENNESS were counter-
balanced across subject- and object-initial sentences.
The results of the givenness analysis showed that, inde-
pendently of word order, structures starting with a bare
plural NP were judged to be more acceptable when they
contained an NP that had been introduced explicitly.
Most importantly, however, the analysis showed that
the acceptability of subject- and object-initial sentences
was not differentially modulated by the differing givenness
of their arguments (CONSTITUENT-ORDER * GIV
ENNESS: F(2,60) = 2.13, p > .1; CONSTITUENT-
ORDER * FIRST NOUN PHRASE * GIVENNESS:
F < 1). These results suggest that the likelihood of adopt-
ing a subject- or object-initial analysis was not influenced
by givenness (see also Meng et al., 1999).

The present findings thus indicate that the ERP cor-
relates of reanalyses towards accusative- and dative-ini-
tial constructions need not necessarily differ from one
another. Experiment 1 therefore appears compatible
with the hypothesis that previous component differences
between dative and accusative structures may have
resulted from how these structures interact with the
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experimental environment, rather than from differences
with respect to the underlying processing mechanisms
applying in each case.

Notably, the present study only revealed a new com-
ponent pattern for the accusative structures. For the
dative structures, by contrast, we observed exactly the
same effects as found in a previous visual experiment
using the identical sentence constructions, i.e. with dis-
ambiguation effected by an auxiliary after the main verb
(Schlesewsky & Bornkessel, 2006). Thus, we observed a
‘‘switch” to the dative pattern for the accusatives and
not the other way around. This suggests that the pattern
for dative structures is stable across different presenta-
tion modalities and contextual environments, while that
for the accusative structures is clearly influenced by these
variables.

The switch for accusative constructions from the pre-
viously reported monophasic late positivity to the bipha-
sic N400-late positivity pattern observed here could, in
principle, be due to any of the three major differences
between Experiment 1 and other studies in the literature.
As described above, these differences were: (a) auditory
as opposed to visual presentation, (b) presentation of
the critical sentences not in isolation, but within story
contexts, and (c) use of a task that ensured general atten-
tiveness, rather than focusing on the critical manipula-
tion. In order to disentangle these possibilities, we
conducted a second experiment, in which we extracted
the critical accusative sentences from the stories and pre-
sented them in isolation.
Experiment 2

Experiment 2 aimed to examine whether the story
environment employed in Experiment 1 played a crucial
role in altering the ERP correlate for subject-object rea-
nalyses in accusative structures to a pattern previously
observed with dative structures. To this end, the critical
accusative sentences were extracted from the auditory
materials of Experiment 1 and presented in isolation.
Participants thus listened to critical stimuli acoustically
identical to those in Experiment 1 but without the story
context. Furthermore, in order to examine possible
influences of the experimental task, we employed both
a comprehension task and an acceptability judgment,
which participants performed in two different sessions.

Our hypotheses for the second experiment were as
follows. First, if the presentation in a story context
was primarily responsible for engendering a biphasic
pattern in accusative structures in Experiment 1, Exper-
iment 2 should again reveal a monophasic late positivity
for sentences requiring a reanalysis towards an object-
initial order. Secondly, we expected a modulation of
the late positivity by the task performed. In addition
to correlating with reanalysis processes, late positivities
have been linked to structural markedness (e.g. Fiebach,
Schlesewsky, & Friederici, 2002; Frisch & Schlesewsky,
2005; Kaan, Harris, Gibson, & Holcomb, 2000; Schle-
sewsky & Bornkessel, 2006). Thus, a task focusing on
the well-formedness of the critical structures (acceptabil-



Table 5
Analysis of variance for the mean ERP amplitudes in the 300- to 550-ms time-window in Experiment 1

Source df F p Interaction resolution

Midline electrodes

VERB 1,38 1.86 >0.1 —
ROI 6,228 5.20 <0.002 —
CONSTITUENT-ORDER (ORD) 1,38 47.95 <0.001 —
FIRST NOUN PHRASE (NP1) 1,38 <1 — —
ROI * VERB 6,228 1.90 >0.08 —
ORD * VERB 1,38 <1 — —
NP1 * VERB 1,38 1.13 >0.9 —
ROI * ORD 6,228 12.60 <0.001 FZ: ORD F(1,38) = 12.61, p < .002

FCZ: ORD F(1,38) = 12.69, p < .002
CZ: ORD F(1,38) = 25.07, p < .001
CPZ: ORD F(1,38) = 47.83, p < .001
PZ: ORD F(1,38) = 56.69, p < .001
POZ: ORD F(1,38) = 58.31, p < .001
OZ: ORD F(1,38) = 54.01, p < .001

ROI * ORD * VERB 6,228 1.35 >0.2 —
ROI * NP1 6,228 <1 — —
ROI * NP1 * VERB 6,228 1.45 >0.2 —
ORD * NP1 1,38 <1 — —
ORD * NP1 * VERB 1,38 1.80 >0.1 —
ROI * ORD * NP1 6,228 <1 — —
ROI * ORD * NP1 * VERB 6,228 <1 — —

Lateral electrodes

VERB 1,38 <1 —
ROI 5,190 14.33 <0.001
CONSTITUENT-ORDER (ORD) 1,38 52.83 <0.001
FIRST NOUN PHRASE (NP1) 1,38 <1 —
ROI * VERB 5,190 2.49 >0.05
ORD * VERB 1,38 <1 —
NP1 * VERB 1,38 <1 —
ROI * ORD 5,190 16.10 <0.001 Left-ant: ORD F(1,38) = 3.29, p > .07

Left-cent: ORD F(1,38) = 38.44, p < .001
Left-post: ORD F(1,38) = 67.86, p < .001
Right-ant: ORD F(1,38) = 12.62, p < .002
Right-cent: ORD F(1,38) = 49.20, p < .001
Right-post: ORD F(1,38) = 55.60, p < .001

ROI * ORD * VERB 5,190 <1 —
ROI * NP1 5,190 <1 —
ROI * NP1 * VERB 5,190 1.98 >0.1
ORD * NP1 1,38 <1 —
ORD * NP1 * VERB 1,38 2.05 >0.1
ROI * ORD * NP1 5,190 <1 —
ROI * ORD * NP1 * VERB 5,190 <1 —

Note: Abbreviations used: left-ant, left-anterior ROI; left-cent, left-central ROI; left-post, left-posterior ROI; right-ant, right-anterior
ROI; right-cent, right-central ROI; right-post, right-posterior ROI.
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ity judgment) might elicit a more pronounced late posi-
tivity effect than a task focusing on the relation between
the arguments (comprehension task).

Materials and methods

Participants

The participants of Experiment 2 were twenty stu-
dents (10 female) from the University of Leipzig that
had not participated in Experiment 1. Participants had
a mean age of 24.2 years (range 18–30 years) and a mean
reading span of 3.68 (range 2–6). They therefore did not
differ significantly from subjects in the accusative or the
dative verb-type group in Experiment 1 with respect to
age (F < 1) or reading span (F < 1). Four additional par-
ticipants were excluded from the final data analysis
because of technical problems or poor performance for
the comprehension task.



Table 6
Analysis of variance for the mean ERP amplitudes in the 650- to 1000-ms time-window in Experiment 1

Source df F p Interaction resolution

Midline electrodes

VERB 1,38 <1 — —
ROI 6,228 37.18 <0.001 —
CONSTITUENT-ORDER (ORD) 1,38 15.15 <0.001 —
FIRST NOUN PHRASE (NP1) 1,38 1.96 >0.1 —
ROI * VERB 6,228 2.28 >0.07 —
ORD * VERB 1,38 2.13 >0.1 —
NP1 * VERB 1,38 1.93 >0.1 —
ROI * ORD 6,228 12.58 <0.001 FZ: ORD F < 1

FCZ: ORD F(1,38) = 2.59, p > .11
CZ: ORD F(1,38) = 7.36, p < .02
CPZ: ORD F(1,38) = 11.76, p < .002
PZ: ORD F(1,38) = 22.35, p < .001
POZ: ORD F(1,38) = 34.19, p < .001
OZ: ORD F(1,38) = 29.06, p < .001

ROI * ORD * VERB 6,228 <1 — —
ROI * NP1 6,228 <1 — —
ROI * NP1 * VERB 6,228 <1 — —
ORD * NP1 1,38 <1 — —
ORD * NP1 * VERB 1,38 <1 — —
ROI * ORD * NP1 6,228 <1 — —
ROI * ORD * NP1 * VERB 6,228 1.28 >0.28 —

Lateral electrodes

VERB 1,38 <1 — —
ROI 5,190 39.27 <0.001 —
CONSTITUENT-ORDER (ORD) 1,38 11.21 <0.002 —
FIRST NOUN PHRASE (NP1) 1,38 <1 — —
ROI * VERB 5,190 4.10 <0.007 Left-ant: VERB F(1,38) = 2.74, p > .1

Left-cent: VERB F < 1
Left-post: VERB F < 1
Right-ant: VERB F(1,38) = 2.77, p > .1
Right-cent: VERB F < 1
Right-post: VERB F < 1

ORD * VERB 1,38 1.33 >0.25 —
NP1 * VERB 1,38 <1 — —
ROI * ORD 5,190 15.98 <0.001 Left-ant: ORD F(1,38) = 2.42, p > .1

Left-cent: ORD F(1,38) = 14.61, p < .001
Left-post: ORD F(1,38) = 29.46, p < .001
Right-ant: ORD F < 1
Right-cent: ORD F(1,38) = 6.73, p < .02
Right-post: ORD F(1,38) = 22.41, p < .001

ROI * ORD * VERB 5,190 <1 — —
ROI * NP1 5,190 <1 — —
ROI * NP1 * VERB 5,190 <1 — —
ORD * NP1 1,38 <1 — —
ORD * NP1 * VERB 1,38 <1 — —
ROI * ORD * NP1 5,190 1.62 >0.15 —
ROI * ORD * NP1 * VERB 5,190 1.98 >0.08 —

Note: Abbreviations used: left-ant, left-anterior ROI; left-cent, left-central ROI; left-post, left-posterior ROI; right-ant, right-anterior
ROI; right-cent, right-central ROI; right-post, right-posterior ROI.
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Materials

As Experiment 2 aimed at testing possible task-
related effects, the experimental sentences presented
within the short stories in Experiment 1 were now
presented in a sentence-by-sentence manner. Experiment
2 comprised two sessions, in which participants were
asked to judge the acceptability of the critical structures
and to answer comprehension questions, respectively.
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In order to ensure maximal comparability across
experiments, single-sentence stimuli acoustically identi-
cal to the critical sentences in Experiment 1 were pre-
sented. To this end, the PRAAT-software (version
4.3.07) was used to extract the critical sentences from
the story audio-files. This ensured that the auditory sen-
tence stimuli were fully identical in the two experiments,
with the only exception that the experimental sentences
were presented in isolation and immediately followed
by a task in Experiment 2.

As only structures containing accusative verbs were
presented in Experiment 2, the first two examples in
Table 2 correspond to the critical conditions. Again,
84 critical sentences were presented and the material
was again counterbalanced regarding the frequency of
subject- and object-initial structures, the number of
proper names and plural noun phrases as first arguments
in the subordinate clause and with respect to the fre-
quency of disambiguation via a singular or plural auxil-
iary. For the experimental session in which subjects were
asked to provide acceptability judgments, the experi-
mental sentences were interspersed with an additional
80 filler sentences. These sentences were structurally
quite similar to the experimental sentences in that they
all contained a complement clause. Twenty filler sen-
tences were grammatical (like the experimental sen-
tences), but were unambiguously marked for case. The
remaining filler items were ungrammatical either due
to a noun phrase bearing an incorrect case or to a num-
ber mismatch between an unambiguous nominative
noun phrase and the verb.

Thus, while subjects listened to 84 experimental sen-
tences in the comprehension question session, they lis-
tened to 84 critical sentences interspersed with 80 filler
items in the acceptability judgment session, of which
62 were fully acceptable, 60 were completely unaccept-
able, and 42 were of a degraded acceptability (the critical
object-initial structures; see results of the pre-test).

Procedure

Participants were randomly assigned to one of the
two task groups (i.e. either to the group that performed
the acceptability judgment task in the first session or to
the group that performed the comprehension task in the
first session). The two experimental sessions were sepa-
rated by a mean time interval of 8.6 days (range 6–
18 days).

As in Experiment 1, a fixation cross appeared in the
center of a computer screen in both sessions to indicate
the beginning of a trial. After 2000 ms, a critical sentence
was presented auditorily, followed by the task to be per-
formed in that session (inter-stimulus-interval between
sentence offset and task onset: 1250 ms). In the accept-
ability session, participants judged sentence acceptabil-
ity on a 2-point scale (maximal reaction time:
2000 ms). Participants were cued to perform the judg-
ment task by the presentation of a happy and a sad smi-
ley-face. For the comprehension session, participants
were required to decide whether a declarative sentence
presented visually in the center of the screen correctly
reproduced the content of the preceding experimental
sentence. Probe sentences required the answer ‘yes’
equally often as the answer ‘no’, with incorrect probes
involving either a reversed assignment of subject- and
objecthood or an exchanged content word. For both
tasks, participants responded by means of a button
press. The assignment of ‘acceptable’/’yes’ and ‘unac-
ceptable’/‘no’ responses to left and right buttons was
counterbalanced across participants.

In contrast to Experiment 1, subjects did not have to
close their eyes while listening to the stimulus material.
Instead, they were asked to fixate a cross in the center
of the screen and to avoid eye movements and blinks
until the box containing the smiley-faces or the compre-
hension question was presented.

Depending on the type of session, the experiment
(including electrode application and removal and a prac-
tice session) lasted about 2–2.5 h per session.

EEG recordings

The EEG recording procedures for Experiment 2
were identical to the ones for Experiment 1.

Data analysis

For the acceptability judgment task, mean accept-
ability rates and mean reaction times were computed.
For the statistical analysis, a between-participants factor
GROUP was included in order to control for possible
differences induced by the order of the experimental ses-
sions (acceptability-first vs. comprehension-first). Con-
sequently, the repeated measures ANOVA was
calculated with the between-participants factor GROUP
(acceptability-first vs. comprehension-first) and the
within-participants factors CONSTITUENT-ORDER
(subject-before-object vs. object-before-subject) and
FIRST NOUN PHRASE (proper name vs. bare plural
noun phrase).

With respect to the comprehension task, mean error
rates and reaction times were calculated for each condi-
tion. Reaction times for incorrect answers were excluded
from the reaction time analysis. A repeated measures
analysis involving the same factors as the ANOVA for
the acceptability ratings was computed.

For all significant effects in the behavioral data, we
report 95% confidence intervals for the differences
between condition means (see pre-test for Experiment 1).

The analysis of the ERP data was carried out in the
same way as for Experiment 1, with two exceptions.
Firstly, only trials for which the comprehension question
had been answered correctly were entered into the anal-
ysis of the ERP responses in the comprehension question
session. Secondly, the repeated measures analysis now
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involved the between-participants factor GROUP
(acceptability-first vs. comprehension-first) as well as
the within-participants factors CONSTITUENT-
ORDER (subject-before-object vs. object-before-sub-
ject), FIRST NOUN PHRASE (proper name vs. bare
plural noun phrase), TASK (acceptability vs. compre-
hension) and region of interest (ROI). ROIs were
defined as in Experiment 1.

Results

Behavioral data

The mean acceptability rates and the corresponding
reaction times are shown in Table 7.

It is apparent from Table 7 that subject-initial struc-
tures were again judged to be more acceptable than
object-initial structures across groups. This was con-
firmed by the corresponding statistical analysis, which
is depicted in Table 8.

The ANOVA for the mean acceptability ratings
revealed a significant main effect of CONSTITUENT-
ORDER (98.28% vs. 75.96%, contrast effect 22.31%
with a 95% CI of 6.97%). However, the data also point
to a striking difference between the two participant
groups: all structures, but especially object-initial struc-
tures appear to have been rated as more acceptable by
participants belonging to the comprehension-first group
as opposed to the acceptability-first group. This obser-
vation was confirmed by a significant main effect of
GROUP (78.90% vs. 95.35%, contrast effect 16.45%
with a 95% CI of 3.44%) as well as significant interac-
tions of GROUP * CONSTITUENT-ORDER (interac-
tion effect 30.26% with a 95% CI of 13.94%) and
GROUP * CONSTITUENT-ORDER * FIRST NOUN
PHRASE (interaction effect 23.10% with a 95% CI of
11.26%). In addition, a significant CONSTITUENT-
ORDER * FIRST NOUN PHRASE interaction (inter-
action effect 35.34% with a 95% CI of 11.26%) was
found. Resolving the GROUP * CONSTITUENT-
ORDER interaction by GROUP showed that a signifi-
cant effect of CONSTITUENT-ORDER was only
found for the acceptability-first group (97.62% vs.
60.28%, mean difference: 37.45% with a 95% CI of
Table 7
Mean acceptability ratings and reaction times for Experiment 2

Condition Group Mean acceptability in % (S

Proper name Plural nou

SO a–c 96.97 (3.21) 98.27 (
c–a 98.94 (2.10) 98.94 (

OS a–c 88.74 (26.70) 31.60 (
c–a 97.88 (3.46) 85.63 (

Abbreviations used: SO, subject-before-object; OS, object-before-sub
GROUP.
18.79%) but not for the comprehension-first group.
The resolution of the GROUP * CONSTITUENT-
ORDER * FIRST NOUN PHRASE and CONSTITU-
ENT-ORDER * FIRST NOUN PHRASE interactions
showed that the significant effect of CONSTITUENT-
ORDER in general and especially in the acceptability-
first group is mainly due to sentences starting with a bare
plural noun phrase. Thus, resolving the CONSTITU-
ENT-ORDER*FIRST NOUN PHRASE interaction
by FIRST NOUN PHRASE revealed a significant effect
of CONSTITUENT-ORDER for sentences starting
with a bare plural noun phrase (98.57% vs. 55.92%,
mean difference 42.65% with a 95% CI of 11.26%) but
not for sentences starting with a proper name. Similarly,
the CONSTITUENT-ORDER * FIRST NOUN
PHRASE interaction reached significance for the
acceptability-first group (interaction effect 58.44% with
a 95% CI of 26.18%) but not for the comprehension-first
group, and a further resolution of the significant interac-
tion in the acceptability-first group by FIRST NOUN
PHRASE revealed that the factor CONSTITUENT-
ORDER only reached significance in sentences starting
with a bare plural noun phrase (98.27% vs. 31.60%,
mean difference: 66.67% with a 95% CI of 18.51%) but
not in those sentences starting with a proper name.

Furthermore, a significant main effect of FIRST
NOUN PHRASE (95.63% vs. 78.61%, contrast effect
of 17.02% with a 95% CI of 5.58%) as well as a signifi-
cant GROUP * FIRST NOUN PHRASE interaction
(interaction effect of 21.80% with a 95% CI of 11.15%)
were found. The latter reflected the fact that a significant
main effect of FIRST NOUN PHRASE was only
obtained in the acceptability-first group (92.86% vs.
65.04%, mean difference 27.81% with a 95% CI of
15.02%) but not in the comprehension-first group.

Regarding the reaction times, Table 7 shows shorter
reaction times for subject-initial as opposed to object-
initial structures. This was confirmed by the statistical
analysis which showed a main effect of CONSTITU-
ENT-ORDER (391.52 ms vs. 504.11 ms, contrast effect
112.59 ms with a 95% CI of 34.57 ms). In addition, a
main effect of FIRST NOUN PHRASE (470.66 ms vs.
424.98 ms, contrast effect 45.68 ms with a 95% CI of
D) Mean reaction time (SD)

n phrase Proper name Plural noun phrase

3.21) 466.59 (176.00) 429.60 (192.22)
2.10) 331.15 (130.47) 338.74 (183.70)

36.36) 490.36 (220.49) 647.97 (237.11)
25.42) 411.80 (187.96) 466.32 (279.80)

ject; a–c, acceptability-first GROUP; c–a, comprehension-first



Table 8
Analysis of variance for the mean acceptability ratings and the corresponding reaction times in Experiment 2

Source df F p Interaction resolution

Mean acceptability ratings

GROUP 1,18 12.47 <0.003 —
CONSTITUENT-ORDER (ORD) 1,18 25.80 <0.001 —
FIRST NOUN PHRASE (NP1) 1,18 23.29 <0.001 —
ORD * GROUP 1,18 10.30 <0.005 GROUP = acceptability-first:

ORD F(1,10) = 23.60, p < .001
GROUP = comprehension-first:
ORD F(1,8) = 2.68, p > .1

NP1 * GROUP 1,18 8.35 <0.01 GROUP = acceptability-first:
NP1 F(1,10) = 23.46, p < .001
GROUP = comprehension-first:
NP1 F(1,8) = 1.91, p > .2

ORD * NP1 1,18 24.69 <0.001 NP1 = proper name:
ORD F(1,18) = 1.30, p > .2
NP1 = bare plural NP:
ORD F(1,18) = 34.03, p < .001

ORD * NP1 * GROUP 1,18 9.20 <0.008 GROUP = acceptability-first:
ORD * NP1 F(1,10) = 24.74, p < .001
GROUP = comprehension-first:
ORD * NP1 F(1,8) = 1.97, p > .1
—
GROUP = acceptability-first: NP1 = proper name:
ORD F(1,10) = 1.09, p > .3
GROUP = acceptability-first: NP1 = bare plural
Noun phrase:
ORD F(1,8) = 35.40, p < .001)

Mean reaction times

GROUP 1,18 1.98 >0.1 —
CONSTITUENT-ORDER (ORD) 1,18 23.76 <0.001 —
FIRST NOUN PHRASE (NP1) 1,18 9.39 <0.007 —
ORD * GROUP 1,18 <1 — —
NP1 * GROUP 1,18 <1 — —
ORD * NP1 1,18 15.44 <0.001 NP1 = proper name:

ORD F(1,18) = 9.31, p < .007
NP1 = bare plural noun phrase:
ORD F(1,18) = 23.29, p < .001

ORD * NP1 * GROUP 1,18 5.07 <0.04 GROUP = acceptability-first:
ORD * NP1 F(1,10) = 21.26, p < .001
GROUP = comprehension-first:
ORD * NP1 F < 1
—
GROUP = acceptability-first: NP1 = proper noun:
ORD F(1,10) = 1.27, p > .2
GRP = acceptability-first: NP1 = bare plural
noun phrase:
ORD F(1,8) = 23.79, p < .001
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22.86 ms) as well as significant interactions of
GROUP * CONSTITUENT-ORDER * FIRST NOUN
PHRASE (interaction effect of 73.84 ms with a 95% CI
of 48.46 ms) and CONSTITUENT-ORDER * FIRST
NOUN PHRASE (interaction effect of 120.77 ms with
a 95% CI of 48.46 ms) were obtained. When resolving
the former interaction by GROUP, a significant interac-
tion of CONSTITUENT-ORDER * FIRST NOUN
PHRASE was only found for the acceptability-first
group (interaction effect: 194.60 ms with a 95% CI of
94.04 ms) but not for the comprehension-first group.
The significant CONSTITUENT-ORDER * FIRST
NOUN PHRASE interaction in the acceptability-first
group reflected the fact that the factor CONSTITU-
ENT-ORDER only reached significance in structures
starting with a bare plural noun phrase (647.97 ms vs.
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429.60 ms, mean difference 218.37 ms with a 95% CI of
66.49 ms) but not in those starting with a proper name.
However, when resolving the overall interaction of
CONSTITUENT-ORDER * FIRST NOUN PHRASE
by FIRST NOUN PHRASE, significant effects of CON-
STITUENT-ORDER were found in sentences starting
with a proper name (455.01 ms vs. 405.64 ms, mean dif-
ference 49.36 ms with a 95% CI of 48.46 ms) as well as in
sentences starting with a bare plural noun phrase
(566.22 ms vs. 388.71 ms, mean difference 177.51 ms
with a 95% CI of 48.46 ms).

In summary, the analysis of the data from the accept-
ability judgment task revealed a substantial acceptability
drop for object-initial sentences beginning with a bare
plural noun phrase for the participants who performed
the acceptability judgment task in the first experimental
session. A similar pattern was observed for the reaction
times: whereas object-initial sentences generally led to
longer reaction times, the difference between object-
and subject-initial sentences was most pronounced for
Table 9
Mean error rates and reaction times for the comprehension questions

Condition Group Errors in % (SD)

Proper name Plural nou

SO a–c 1.30 (3.08) 0.87 (2.
c–a 5.29 (6.04) 4.23 (3.

OS a–c 6.93 (7.78) 8.66 (9.
c–a 9.52 (5.83) 7.41 (10

Abbreviations used: SO, subject-before-object; OS, object-before-sub
GROUP.

Table 10
Analysis of variance for the mean error rates and corresponding reac

Source df F

Mean error rates

GROUP 1,18 1.22
CONSTITUENT ORDER (ORD) 1,18 15.73
FIRST NOUN PHRASE (NP1) 1,18 <1
ORD * GROUP 1,18 1.23
NP1 * GROUP 1,18 <1
ORD * NP1 1,18 <1
ORD * NP1 * GROUP 1,18 <1

Mean reaction times

GROUP 1,18 <1
CONSTITUENT ORDER (ORD) 1,18 12.30
FIRST NOUN PHRASE (NP1) 1,18 <1
ORD * GROUP 1,18 <1
NP1 * GROUP 1,18 1.76
ORD * NP1 1,18 7.30

ORD * NP1 * GROUP 1,18 2.27
sentences with initial bare plural noun phrases in the
acceptability-first group.

Table 9 displays the mean error rates together with
the corresponding reaction times for the comprehension
questions.

As can be seen in Table 9, the error rates for object-
initial sentences appear higher than those for subject-ini-
tial sentences. This was confirmed by the corresponding
ANOVA, which showed a significant main effect of
CONSTITUENT-ORDER as depicted in Table 10.

Accordingly, participants made approximately 5.36%
more errors in trials with object-initial sentences as
opposed to trials with subject-initial structures (2.74%
vs. 8.10%, contrast effect 5.36% with a 95% CI of
2.84%).

Table 9 also reveals that the reaction times in trials
with object-initial sentences were slower than those in
subject-initial trials. This was also reflected in the statis-
tical analysis (Table 10), which showed a significant
main effect of CONSTITUENT-ORDER (1400.24 ms
in Experiment 2

Mean reaction time (SD)

n phrase Proper name Plural noun phrase

87) 1306.96 (245.54) 1349.04 (203.95)
72) 1255.17 (248.01) 1302.37 (264.70)

24) 1460.08 (227.91) 1397.44 (180.73)
.68) 1355.13 (287.72) 1375.65 (330.56)

ject; a–c, acceptability-first GROUP; c–a, comprehension-first

tion times in Experiment 2

p Interaction resolution

>0.2 —
<0.001 —
— —
>0.2 —
— —
— —
— —

— —
<0.003 —
— —
— —
>0.2 —
<0.02 NP1 = proper name:

ORD F(1,18) = 21.47, p < .001
NP1 = bare plural noun phrase:
ORD F(1,18) = 3.54, p > .07

>0.1 —
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vs. 1305.85 ms, contrast effect 94.40 ms with a 95% CI of
56.55 ms). Furthermore, a significant interaction of
CONSTITUENT-ORDER * FIRST NOUN PHRASE
(interaction effect 69.60 ms with a 95% CI of 60.13 ms)
was found. When resolving this interaction by FIRST
NOUN PHRASE, a significant effect of CONSTITU-
ENT-ORDER was only found for sentences starting
with a proper name (1412.85 ms vs. 1283.65 ms,
mean difference 129.20 ms with a 95% CI of 38.26 ms)
but not for those starting with a bare plural noun
phrase.

In summary, the behavioral data from the compre-
hension task revealed a rather different pattern to those
from the acceptability judgment task. Here, the error
rates only showed a general processing disadvantage
for object-initial sentences, but no interactions with
GROUP or FIRST NOUN PHRASE. Slower reaction
times were only observed for object-initial sentences
with an initial proper name. The results for the compre-
hension task therefore show that the acceptability rat-
ings do not directly reflect how easy or difficult the
critical sentences were to understand: there was no anal-
ogous drop in performance to the large acceptability
drop for plural-first object-initial sentences in the accept-
ability-first group.

EEG-data

Figs. 4 and 5 show the grand-average ERPs elicited
at the disambiguating auxiliary for the acceptability
judgment session (Fig. 4) and the comprehension ques-
tion session (Fig. 5). In contrast to the results for Exper-
iment 1, Figs. 4 and 5 show separate grand averages for
sentences beginning with a proper name and sentences
beginning with a plural noun phrase, because the statis-
tical analysis revealed interactions with FIRST NOUN
PHRASE in this study (see below).

Figs. 4 and 5 reveal almost the same pattern, namely
a centro-parietal negativity most pronounced around
350–380 ms post-onset of the disambiguating auxiliary
followed by a posteriorly distributed positivity between
approximately 620 and 1000 ms.

The statistical analysis was performed in identical
time-windows to those chosen for Experiment 1: 300–
550 ms for the negativity and 650–1000 ms for the
positivity.

N400 time window: 300–550 ms

The ANOVA for the early time-window is depicted
in Table 11.

The statistical analysis revealed significant main
effects of CONSTITUENT-ORDER and TASK as well
as significant interactions of ROI * CONSTITUENT-
ORDER, ROI * FIRST NOUN PHRASE and
ROI * CONSTITUENT-ORDER * FIRST NOUN
PHRASE for the midline electrodes. The significant
main effect of TASK reflected the fact that ERPs elicited
in the acceptability judgment session were more positive-
going than those elicited in the comprehension question
session. Resolving the ROI * CONSTITUENT-
ORDER interaction led to significant effects of CON-
STITUENT-ORDER at all seven midline electrodes.
The significant ROI * FIRST NOUN PHRASE interac-
tion reflected the fact that a significant main effect of
FIRST NOUN PHRASE was only obtained at elec-
trode FZ. Resolving the interaction of ROI * CON-
STITUENT-ORDER * FIRST NOUN PHRASE by
ROI revealed significant interactions of CONSTITU-
ENT-ORDER * FIRST NOUN PHRASE at electrodes
FZ, FCZ and CZ. For electrode FZ, planned compari-
sons for the two levels of FIRST NOUN PHRASE
showed a significant effect of CONSTITUENT-ORDER
for structures starting with a bare plural noun phrase
but not for structures starting with a proper name. Sim-
ilarly, for electrode FCZ, effects of CONSTITUENT-
ORDER only reached significance in structures starting
with a bare plural noun phrase but not in those starting
with a proper name. However, for CZ, significant effects
of CONSTITUENT-ORDER were found both for
structures starting with a bare plural noun phrase and
for those beginning with a proper name.

The corresponding analysis for the lateral electrode
sites showed similar results in that significant main
effects of CONSTITUENT-ORDER and TASK as well
as significant interactions of ROI * CONSTITUENT-
ORDER, ROI * FIRST NOUN PHRASE and
ROI * CONSTITUENT-ORDER * FIRST NOUN
PHRASE were obtained. When resolving the interaction
of ROI * CONSTITUENT-ORDER, significant effects
of CONSTITUENT-ORDER were found in all 6 ROIs.
The resolution of the interaction of ROI * FIRST
NOUN PHRASE only revealed a significant effect of
FIRST NOUN PHRASE in the right-anterior ROI.
When resolving the interaction of ROI * CONSTITU-
ENT-ORDER * FIRST NOUN PHRASE by ROI, no
significant interactions of CONSTITUENT-ORDER *
FIRST NOUN PHRASE were found in any of the ROIs.

In summary, the analysis of the earlier time window
revealed a significant N400 effect for object- vs. sub-
ject-initial structures. This effect was slightly more pro-
nounced for sentences with an initial bare plural noun
phrase, as reflected in the fact that the effect of CON-
STITUENT-ORDER reached significance at a larger
number of electrode sites for these structures. In addi-
tion, the ERPs for the acceptability session were signifi-
cantly more positive-going than those for the
comprehension session in this time window.

Late positivity time window: 650–1000 ms

The statistical analysis for the late time-window is
summarized in Table 12.
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Fig. 4. Grand average ERPs at 15 selected electrodes at the position of the disambiguating auxiliary (onset at the vertical bar) for
subject- (a-SO) vs. object-initial (a-OS) structures that were followed by an acceptability judgment task in Experiment 2. (A) The
comparison of the two types of structures for sentences beginning with a proper name, while (B) shows the same contrast for sentences
beginning with a bare plural noun phrase.
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The ANOVA for the midline electrodes revealed a
significant main effect of CONSTITUENT-ORDER as
well as significant interactions of ROI * TASK,
TASK * GROUP and ROI * FIRST NOUN PHRA-
SE * GROUP. The interaction of ROI * TASK only
led to a significant effect of TASK at electrode FZ.
The interaction of GROUP * TASK reflected the fact
that the factor TASK only reached significance for the
acceptability-first group but not for the comprehen-
sion-first group. In the acceptability-first group, ERPs
elicited in the acceptability judgment condition were
again more positive-going than those elicited in the com-
prehension question session. Resolving the interaction
of ROI * FIRST NOUN PHRASE * GROUP by ROI
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Fig. 5. Grand average ERPs at 15 selected electrodes at the position of the disambiguating auxiliary (onset at the vertical bar) for
subject- (c-SO) vs. object-initial (c-OS) structures that were followed by a comprehension question in Experiment 2. (A) The
comparison of the two types of structures for sentences beginning with a proper name, while (B) shows the same contrast for sentences
beginning with a bare plural noun phrase.
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only showed a significant interaction of FIRST NOUN
PHRASE * GROUP at electrode FZ. A further resolu-
tion of this interaction by GROUP did not reveal any
significant effect of FIRST NOUN PHRASE in either
of the two groups.

At lateral electrode sites, a significant main effect
of CONSTITUENT-ORDER as well as significant
interactions of ROI * CONSTITUENT-ORDER, ROI

* FIRST NOUN PHRASE * GROUP and TASK *
GROUP were obtained. The significant interaction of
ROI * CONSTITUENT-ORDER resulted from the fact
that CONSTITUENT-ORDER was significant in the
left-anterior, left-central, left-posterior and right-poster-
ior ROIs. Resolving the ROI * FIRST NOUN PHRA-



Table 11
Analysis of variance for the mean ERP amplitude in the 300- to 550-ms time-window in Experiment 2

Source df F p Interaction resolution

Midline electrodes

GROUP 1,18 <1 — —
ROI 6,108 2.27 >0.09 —
CONSTITUENT ORDER (ORD) 1,18 51.50 <0.001 —
FIRST NOUN PHRASE (NP1) 1,18 1.04 >0.3 —
TASK 1,18 5.30 <0.04 —
ROI * GROUP 6,108 <1 — —
ORD * GROUP 1,18 <1 — —
NP1 * GROUP 1,18 <1 — —
TASK * GROUP 1,18 <1 — —
ROI * ORD 6,108 9.30 <0.001 FZ: ORD F (1,18) = 22.47, p < .001

FCZ: ORD F(1,18 = 27.07, p < .001
CZ: ORD F(1,18) = 33.57, p < .001
CPZ: ORD F(1,18) = 46.42, p < .001
PZ: ORD F(1,18) = 47.27, p < .001
POZ: ORD F(1,18) = 48.38, p < .001
OZ: ORD F(1,18) = 68.16, p < .001

ROI * ORD * GROUP 6,108 <1 — —
ROI * NP1 6,108 6.38 <0.004 FZ: NP1 F (1,18) = 5.76, p < .03

FCZ: NP1 F(1,18) = 3.81, p > .06
CZ: NP1 F(1,18) = 1.27, p > .2
CPZ: NP1 F < 1
PZ: NP1 F < 1
POZ: NP1 F < 1
OZ: NP1 F < 1

ROI * NP1 * GROUP 6,108 <1 — —
ORD * NP1 1,18 4.21 >0.05 —
ORD * NP1 * GROUP 1,18 1.40 >0.2 —
ROI * TASK 6,108 1.01 >0.4 —
ROI * TASK * GROUP 6,108 1.08 >0.3 —
ORD * TASK 1,18 <1 — —
ORD * TASK * GROUP 1,18 1.65 >0.2 —
NP1 * TASK 1,18 <1 — —
NP1 * TASK * GROUP 1,18 3.60 >0.07 —
ROI * NP1 * ORD 6,108 5.19 <0.02 FZ: NP1 * ORD F(1,18) = 5.39, p < .04

FCZ: NP1 * ORD F(1,18) = 6.18, p < .03
CZ: NP1 * ORD F(1,18) = 7.02, p < .02
CPZ: NP1 * ORD F(1,18) = 3.76, p > .06
PZ: NP1 * ORD F(1,18) = 1.67, p > .2
POZ: NP1 * ORD F < 1
OZ: NP1 * ORD F < 1
—
FZ: NP1 = proper noun:
ORD F(1,18) = 1.58, p > .2
FZ: NP1 = bare plural noun phrase:
ORD F(1,18) = 29.66, p < .001
—
FCZ: NP1 = proper noun:
ORD F(1,18) = 1.63, p > .2
FCZ: NP1 = bare plural noun phrase:
ORD F(1,18) = 41.83, p < .001
—
CZ: NP1 = proper noun:
ORD F(1,18) = 4.98, p < .04
CZ: NP1 = bare plural noun phrase:
ORD F(1,18) = 53.38, p < .001

(continued on next page)
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Table 11 (continued)

Source df F p Interaction resolution

ROI * NP1 * ORD * GROUP 6,108 1.20 >0.3 —
ROI * ORD * TASK 6,108 1.59 >0.2 —
ROI * ORD * TASK * GROUP 6,108 <1 — —
ROI * NP1 * TASK 6,108 1.61 >0.2 —
ROI * NP1 * TASK * GROUP 6,108 <1 — —
ORD * NP1 * TASK 1,18 <1 — —
ORD * NP1 * TASK * GROUP 1,18 <1 — —
ROI * NP1 * ORD * TASK 6,108 <1 — —
ROI * ORD * NP1 * TASK * GROUP 6,108 1.81 >0.1 —

Lateral electrodes

GROUP 1,18 <1 — —
ROI 5,90 12.59 <0.001 —
CONSTITUENT ORDER (ORD) 1,18 57.33 <0.001 —
FIRST NOUN PHRASE (NP1) 1,18 2.32 >0.1 —
TASK 1,18 4.51 <0.05 —
ROI * GROUP 5,90 1.57 >0.2 —
ORD * GROUP 1,18 <1 — —
NP1 * GROUP 1,18 <1 — —
TASK * GROUP 1,18 2.51 >0.1 —
ROI * ORD 5,90 22.16 <0.001 Left-ant: ORD F(1,18) = 7.85, p < .02

Left-cent: ORD F(1,18) = 51.86, p < .001
Left-post: ORD F(1,18) = 66.83, p < .001
Right-ant: ORD F(1,18) = 19.79, p < .001
Right-cent: ORD F(1,18) = 47.44, p < .001
Right-post: ORD F(1,18) = 65.26, p < .001

ROI * ORD * GROUP 5,90 <1 — —
ROI * NP1 5,90 4.84 <0.009 Left-ant: NP1 F(1,18) = 3.10, p > .09

Left-cent: NP1 F(1,18) = 1.52, p > .2
Left-post: NP1 F < 1
Right-ant: NP1 F(1,18) = 7.70, p < .02
Right-cent: NP1 F(1,18) = 2.00, p > .1
Right-post: NP1 F < 1

ROI * NP1 * GROUP 5,90 <1 — —
ORD * NP1 1,18 <1 — —
ORD * NP1 * GROUP 1,18 <1 — —
ROI * TASK 5,90 <1 — —
ROI * TASK * GROUP 5,90 <1 — —
ORD * TASK 1,18 <1 — —
ORD * TASK * GROUP 1,18 3.17 >0.09 —
NP1 * TASK 1,18 <1 — —
NP1 * TASK * GROUP 1,18 1.12 >0.3 —
ROI * NP1 * ORD 5,90 3.12 <0.04 Left-ant: ORD * NP1 F(1,18) = 3.24, p > .08

Left-cent: ORD * NP1 F < 1
Left-post: ORD * NP1 F < 1
Right-ant: ORD * NP1 F(1,18) = 2.38, p > .1
Right-cent: ORD * NP1 F < 1
Right-post: ORD * NP1 F < 1

ROI * NP1 * ORD * GROUP 5,90 <1 — —
ROI * ORD * TASK 5,90 1.18 >0.3 —
ROI * ORD * TASK * GROUP 5,90 1.36 >0.2 —
ROI * NP1 * TASK 5,90 <1 — —
ROI * NP1 * TASK * GROUP 5,90 1.46 >0.2 —
ORD * NP1 * TASK 1,18 2.16 >0.1 —
ORD * NP1 * TASK * GROUP 1,18 <1 — —
ROI * NP1 * ORD * TASK 5,90 1.19 >0.3 —
ROI * ORD * NP1 * TASK * GROUP 5,90 2.32 >0.09 —

Note: Abbreviations used: left-ant, left-anterior ROI; left-cent, left-central ROI; left-post, left-posterior ROI; right-ant, right-anterior
ROI; right-cent, right-central ROI; right-post, right-posterior ROI.
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Table 12
Analysis of variance for the mean ERP amplitude in the 650- to 1000-ms time-window in Experiment 2

Source df F P Interaction resolution

Midline electrodes

GROUP 1,18 <1 — —
ROI 6,108 5.99 <0.006 —
CONSTITUENT ORDER (ORD) 1,18 8.10 <0.02 —
FIRST NOUN PHRASE (NP1) 1,18 <1 — —
TASK 1,18 2.29 >0.1 —
ROI * GROUP 6,108 <1 — —
ORD * GROUP 1,18 <1 — —
NP1 * GROUP 1,18 <1 — —
TASK * GROUP 1,18 7.24 <0.02 GROUP = acceptability-first:

TASK F(1,10) = 11.96, p < .007
GROUP = comprehension-first:
TASK F < 1

ROI * ORD 6,108 2.17 — —
ROI * ORD * GROUP 6,108 <1 — —
ROI * NP1 6,108 <1 — —
ROI * NP1 * GROUP 6,108 3.85 <0.05 FZ: NP1 * GROUP F(1,18) = 5.07, p < .04

FCZ: NP1 * GROUP F(1,18) = 2.63, p > .1
CZ: NP1 * GROUP F < 1
CPZ: NP1 * GROUP F < 1
PZ: NP1 * GROUP F < 1
POZ: NP1 * GROUP F < 1
OZ: NP1 * GROUP F < 1
—
FZ: GROUP = acceptability-first:
NP1 F(1,10) = 3.53, p > .08
FZ: GROUP = comprehension-first:
NP1 F(1,8) = 1.87, p > .2

ORD * NP1 1,18 <1 — —
ORD * NP1 * GROUP 1,18 1.27 >0.2 —
ROI * TASK 6,108 2.44 <0.05 FZ: TASK F(1,18) = 4.51, p < .05

FCZ: TASK F(1,18) = 4.34, p > .05
CZ: TASK F < 1
CPZ: TASK F(1,18) = 1.82, p > .1
PZ: TASK F(1,18) = 3.30, p > .08
POZ: TASK F(1,18) = 1.17, p > .2
OZ: TASK F < 1

ROI * TASK * GROUP 6,108 1.72 >0.1 —
ORD * TASK 1,18 <1 — —
ORD * TASK * GROUP 1,18 <1 — —
NP1 * TASK 1,18 <1 — —
NP1 * TASK * GROUP 1,18 <1 — —
ROI * NP1 * ORD 6,108 <1 — —
ROI * NP1 * ORD * GROUP 6,108 <1 — —
ROI * ORD * TASK 6,108 1.15 >0.3 —
ROI * ORD * TASK * GROUP 6,108 2.60 >0.09 —
ROI * NP1 * TASK 6,108 <1 — —
ROI * NP1 * TASK * GROUP 6,108 <1 — —
ORD * NP1 * TASK 1,18 1.28 >0.2 —
ORD * NP1 * TASK * GROUP 1,18 > 1 — —
ROI * NP1 * ORD * TASK 6,108 <1 — —
ROI * ORD * NP1 * TASK * GROUP 6,108 1.16 >0.3 —

Lateral electrodes

GROUP 1,18 <1 — —
ROI 5,90 16.62 <0.001 —
CONSTITUENT ORDER (ORD) 1,18 7.57 <0.02 —

(continued on next page)
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Table 12 (continued)

Source df F P Interaction resolution

FIRST NOUN PHRASE (NP1) 1,18 <1 — —
TASK 1,18 2.38 >0.1 —
ROI * GROUP 5,90 1.45 >0.2 —
ORD * GROUP 1,18 <1 — —
NP1 * GROUP 1,18 1.45 >0.2 —
TASK * GROUP 1,18 9.77 <0.006 GROUP = acceptability-first:

TASK F(1,10) = 18.67, p < .002
GROUP = comprehension-first:
TASK F < 1

ROI * ORD 5,90 6.40 <0.001 left-ant: ORD F(1,18) = 5.81, p < .03
Left-cent: ORD F(1,18) = 6.70, p < .02
Left-post: ORD F(1,18) = 21.21, p < .001
Right-ant: ORD F < 1
Right-cent: ORD F(1,18) = 1.68, p > .2
Right-post: ORD F(1,18) = 12.54, p < .003

ROI * ORD * GROUP 5,90 <1 — —
ROI * NP1 5,90 <1 — —
ROI * NP1 * GROUP 5,90 2.93 <0.05 Left-ant: NP1 * GROUP F(1,18) = 5.27, p < .04

Left-cent: NP1 * GROUP F(1,18) = 2.65, p > .1
Left-post: NP1 * GROUP F < 1
Right-ant: NP1 * GROUP F(1,18) = 1.99, p > .1
Right-cent: NP1 * GROUP F < 1
Right-post: NP1 * GROUP F < 1
—
left-ant: GROUP = acceptability-first:
NP1 F(1,10) = 15.72, p < .003
Left-ant: GROUP = comprehension-first:
NP1 F(1,8) = 5.92, p < .05

ORD * NP1 1,18 <1 — —
ORD * NP1 * GROUP 1,18 2.61 >0.1 —
ROI * TASK 5,90 1.62 >0.1 —
ROI * TASK * GROUP 5,90 <1 — —
ORD * TASK 1,18 <1 — —
ORD * TASK * GROUP 1,18 <1 — —
NP1 * TASK 1,18 <1 — —
NP1 * TASK * GROUP 1,18 <1 — —
ROI * NP1 * ORD 5,90 <1 — —
ROI * NP1 * ORD * GROUP 5,90 <1 — —
ROI * ORD * TASK 5,90 <1 — —
ROI * ORD * TASK * GROUP 5,90 2.27 >0.09 —
ROI * NP1 * TASK 5,90 1.57 >0.2 —
ROI * NP1 * TASK * GROUP 5,90 <1 — —
ORD * NP1 * TASK 1,18 1.60 >0.2 —
ORD * NP1 * TASK * GROUP 1,18 <1 — —
ROI * NP1 * ORD * TASK 5,90 <1 — —
ROI * ORD * NP1 * TASK * GROUP 5,90 1.50 >0.2 —

Note: Abbreviations used: left-ant, left-anterior ROI; left-cent, left-central ROI; left-post, left-posterior ROI; right-ant, right-anterior
ROI; right-cent, right-central ROI; right-post, right-posterior ROI.
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SE * GROUP interaction by ROI led to a significant
interaction of FIRST NOUN PHRASE * GROUP in
the left anterior ROI. When this interaction was resolved
by GROUP, significant effects of FIRST NOUN
PHRASE emerged for both the acceptability-first group
and the comprehension-first group. The significant
interaction of TASK * GROUP reflected the fact that a
significant effect of TASK was obtained for the accept-
ability-first group but not for the comprehension-first
group. The effect of TASK in the acceptability-first group
was again due to more positive-going ERPs in the accept-
ability judgment session than in the comprehension ques-
tion session.

To summarize, the analysis of the late time window
showed a positivity for object- as opposed to subject-ini-
tial sentences. In addition, for the acceptability-first
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Fig. 6. Grand average ERPs at electrode PZ at the position of
the disambiguating auxiliary (onset at the vertical bar) for
subject-initial structures that were either followed by an
acceptability judgment task (a-SO) or a comprehension ques-
tion (c-SO) in Experiment 2.
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group, ERPs in the acceptability judgment session were
more positive-going than those in the comprehension
session.

Discussion

Experiment 2 revealed a very similar pattern to
Experiment 1 in that we observed a biphasic N400-late
positivity pattern for structures requiring a reanalysis
towards an object-initial order in comparison to their
subject-initial counterparts. This observation shows that
the results of Experiment 1 cannot have been due to the
embedding in a story context. More generally, the com-
parison between the two experiments indicates that the
basic electrophysiological pattern under examination
here is unaffected by the discourse- and task-context in
which the critical sentences are presented. Further con-
verging support for this claim stems from the task
manipulation in Experiment 2, which required the intro-
duction of filler sentences for the acceptability judgment
task and prohibited the use of the same fillers in the
other task. The presence or absence of filler items did
not influence the N400-late positivity pattern.

By contrast, we did observe an effect of task, albeit
one that did not interact with our critical word order
manipulation. Thus, the ERP responses to the critical
auxiliary were generally more positive-going in the
acceptability judgment session than in the comprehen-
sion session. This is illustrated in Fig. 6, which provides
a direct comparison of the two subject-initial conditions
at a single electrode.

As can be seen in Fig. 6, the subject-initial condition
for the acceptability session engendered a so-called P300
effect in comparison to the identical condition in the
context of a comprehension task. The P300 is commonly
associated with domain general processes of ‘‘context
updating” (Donchin & Coles, 1988; Picton, 1993; for
an alternative perspective, see Verleger, 1988) and is typ-
ically classified into two subcomponents, the P3a and
the P3b. Whereas the P3a has an anterior scalp distribu-
tion and is typically associated with the processing of
novel stimuli, the P3b is characterized by a posterior dis-
tribution and is engendered by target items (Polich,
2004). It thereby appears highly plausible that the auxil-
iary in Experiment 2 should have elicited a P3b, as this
word provided the relevant information required to per-
form the experimental task. This was the case particu-
larly for the judgment task, in which the number
information of the auxiliary immediately allowed partic-
ipants to decide on whether they found the sentence
acceptable or not. As Fig. 6 also shows, the P300 extends
over both of the critical time windows in Experiment 2
and therefore appears responsible for the effects of task
in both time windows.

Finally, there was one slight difference between
Experiments 1 and 2: in Experiment 2, object-initial sen-
tences beginning with a bare plural showed a more pro-
nounced N400 effect (i.e. the effect is a little broader in
distribution as it also reaches significance at FZ and
FCZ, two frontal midline electrodes which did not show
a significant difference for sentences beginning with a
proper noun). This finding is reminiscent of the results
reported in Bornkessel et al. (2004) for the difference
between object-initial sentences with (dative) active
and (dative) object–experiencer verbs: for the latter,
the N400 was less pronounced in terms of the extent
of its topographical distribution. Like verb type, noun
phrase type is a relevant argument linearization param-
eter for German: both factors serve to render an object-
initial structure more acceptable by increasing the
prominence of the object and both modulate the neuro-
anatomical activation patterns related to word order
differences (Bornkessel et al., 2005; Bornkessel-Schlesew-
sky, Schlesewsky, & von Cramon, submitted for publica-
tion). In Bornkessel et al. (2004; Experiment 3), we further
showed in an speed-accuracy trade-off study that infor-
mation of this type can serve to render the object-initial
structure more accessible in reanalysis, while it does not
obviate the need for reanalysis per se. Thus, both levels
of FIRST NOUN PHRASE show the same overall
pattern of ERP results for object-initial structures (i.e.
N400-late positivity), but the magnitude of the N400 is
modulated by the ease of the reanalysis. We shall return
to this issue in the general discussion section.

To summarize, the emergence of an N400-late posi-
tivity pattern for subject-object reanalyses in accusative
constructions can be attributed neither to the influence
of a story context, nor to task-specific or filler-related
factors. The only clear remaining difference to previous
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studies that reported only a late positivity therefore lies
in the modality of presentation (auditory as opposed to
visual). However, modality alone cannot generally
account for the presence or absence of an N400 as a cor-
relate of reanalysis, as only the accusative sentences are
affected by this change in experimental parameters. The
pattern for dative sentences, by contrast, remains stable
across modalities. This observation indicates that the
reanalysis N400 cannot be viewed as a general correlate
of conflict resolution in the auditory domain.
General discussion

We have presented two ERP studies on the process-
ing of subject-object ambiguities in German. Both exper-
iments revealed a biphasic N400-late positivity pattern
for sentences requiring a revision towards an object-ini-
tial order in comparison to subject-initial controls. This
pattern was observable both when the critical sentences
were embedded in short stories (Experiment 1) and when
they were presented in isolation (Experiment 2). In addi-
tion, Experiment 1 revealed virtually identical ERP
responses to reanalyses in sentences with accusative
and with dative verbs, while Experiment 2 showed that
the basic N400-late positivity pattern is (a) independent
of the presence or absence of filler items, and (b) not
affected by the task (acceptability judgment vs.
comprehension).

Explaining the ERP component pattern in subject–object

reanalyses

In what way can the present results shed new light on
the interpretation of the ERP correlates of subject–
object reanalyses and, by extension, on the status of
these reanalyses within the language processing architec-
ture? Let us approach this question by firstly considering
the overall pattern of results for dative structures,
which—as argued above—appears to be considerably
more stable across different experimental environments
than that for accusatives.

When all available results on reanalyses towards
dative-initial structures are taken into account, a clear
pattern emerges (see Table 1): the requirement for
reanalysis always leads to the observation of an N400,
with an additional late positivity only occurring under
certain circumstances. These findings indicate that the
N400 should be considered the ERP correlate of gram-
matical function reanalysis proper, since this component
constitutes the common denominator of the different
component patterns observed in a reanalysis context.
(We shall return to the question of which operations
such a ‘‘reanalysis” might involve below.) The late pos-
itivity, by contrast, only occurs when the order produced
by the reanalysis is marked in the sense that it cannot be
uttered in the absence of a constraining context (see
Siwierska, 1988). Late positive effects are never observa-
ble when the target of the reanalysis is an unmarked
(basic) object-initial word order, as is the case in sen-
tences with dative object–experiencer verbs (see the
introduction). There is one apparent exception to this
general rule, namely that late positivities also do not
occur with marked dative-initial word orders when word
order and verb class are disambiguated simultaneously.
In Schlesewsky and Bornkessel (2006), we argued that
this phenomenon can be explained in terms of good-
enough representations (Ferreira, 2003; Ferreira, Chris-
tianson, & Hollingworth, 2001; Ferreira, Ferraro, &
Bailey, 2002): when there is no information available
at the point of disambiguation about whether the
object-initial order is marked (since this information
has not yet been processed completely), the processing
system assumes the simplest possible solution, namely
an unmarked dative-initial structure. Hence, no late pos-
itivity is observed under these circumstances.

In summary, all existing results for subject-object rea-
nalyses in dative constructions can be parsimoniously
explained by the assumption that the reanalysis towards
an object-initial word order is reflected in an N400 effect.
This effect is accompanied by a late positivity when the
reanalysis results in a marked structure and sufficient
evidence for markedness has been processed when the
point of word order disambiguation is reached. We thus
interpret the late positivity as a ‘‘well-formedness”-
related positivity in the sense of the Extended Argument
Dependency Model (see the discussion of Table 1 in the
Introduction).

Now consider how the accusative structures fit into
this picture. Since early results had suggested that rea-
nalyses towards an accusative-initial order do not engen-
der an N400, Bornkessel et al. (2004) and Schlesewsky
and Bornkessel (2006) concluded that the account out-
lined above only holds for dative structures and that
the occurrence of reanalysis N400s is therefore inti-
mately tied to particular properties of the dative case.
The present findings indicate that this assumption was
mistaken: they clearly show that the N400 is not con-
fined to a dative environment, but rather also occurs
reliably with accusatives. Notably, while these results
diverge from previous findings, the story-based presen-
tation method employed in Experiment 1 is least suscep-
tible to experimental artifacts based on task, strategy or
mode of presentation of all of the relevant experiments
in the literature. This experiment should therefore be
well suited to isolating the electrophysiological corre-
lates of reanalysis in accusative structures from other
unwanted external influences. In view of these observa-
tions and given that the present studies provided no indi-
cation whatsoever of an electrophysiological distinction
between reanalyses in accusative and dative structures,
the most parsimonious account of the present findings
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would appear to be that the biphasic N400-late positiv-
ity pattern engendered by reanalysis in accusative struc-
tures should be interpreted in exactly the same way as
the biphasic pattern observed for dative structures.
From this perspective, the N400 reflects processes of
reanalysis towards an object-initial structure, whereas
the late positivity indexes that the product of reanalysis
is a marked order. Note that the latter requirement is
trivially met in accusative sentences, because, in contrast
to dative-initial structures, accusative-initial structures
are always marked in German (see, for example, Fanse-
low, 2000; Wunderlich, 1997). We will return to appar-
ently diverging findings in previous studies in the
section ‘‘Monophasic late positivities” below.

The N400 as a reanalysis component: Consequences for

models of language comprehension

In the previous section, we argued that the full range
of findings on grammatical function reanalyses is most
parsimoniously accounted for by the assumption of a
general association between this type of reanalysis and
the N400. If true, this proposal would obviously have
far-reaching consequences for the modeling of grammat-
ical function reanalyses within the language processing
architecture. Most notably, it would require grammati-
cal function ambiguities to be treated separately from
other types of syntactic ambiguities such as main
clause/reduced relative, direct object/embedded subject
or relative clause attachment ambiguities, which have
been consistently associated with P600 effects (e.g. Car-
reiras et al., 2004; Hagoort, Brown, & Osterhout,
1999; Kaan & Swaab, 2003; Osterhout & Holcomb,
1992, 1993; Osterhout et al., 1994). Crucially, all of these
ambiguity types have in common that they involve
clause boundaries of some description. Therefore, inde-
pendently of the specific syntactic representation
assumed, a revision of a dispreferred reading necessarily
involves a revision of phrase structure properties in all of
these cases. Of course, we do not mean to imply that the
revisions required in any of these ambiguity types are
exclusively phrase structural in nature. However, as a
required phrase structure revision may be viewed as a
common denominator between them, it appears plausi-
ble to view the P600 in reanalysis contexts as a correlate
of structure-based revision operations.

Also, pending further systematic investigation, one
might wonder whether some of these previous findings
of monophasic P600 effects in phrase structure revision
contexts might also have been subject to component
overlap. However, in view of the high degree of stability
with which P600 effects in this domain have been
observed across different types of experimental
paradigms (e.g. different modalities of presentation:
Osterhout & Holcomb, 1992, 1993) this type of scenario
presently appears rather unlikely.
By contrast, word order phenomena in simple declar-
ative clauses can but need not be modeled in terms of
phrase structure differences. Indeed, it has been argued
from a variety of theoretical linguistic perspectives that
such phenomena are better described without recourse
to movement operations (e.g. Bresnan, 2001; Culicover
& Jackendoff, 2005; Fanselow, 2001; Van Valin, 2005).
Consequently, a revision from one word order to
another would not require a revision of the phrase struc-
ture and the observation of a qualitatively different ERP
correlate of reanalysis would appear justified. These
assumptions are supported by a number of empirical
findings.

The first body of converging empirical evidence for
the view that word order phenomena are independent
of phrase structure variations stems from functional
neuroimaging. A large number of studies has shown that
the deviation from a subject-initial order gives rise to
increased activation within Broca’s area in the left infe-
rior frontal gyrus (IFG) (see, for example, Ben-Shachar,
Palti, & Grodzinsky, 2004; Caplan, 2001; Friederici, Fie-
bach, Schlesewsky, Bornkessel, & von Cramon, 2006;
Just, Carpenter, Keller, Eddy, & Thulborn, 1996; Röder,
Stock, Neville, Bien, & Rösler, 2002). More recently, it
was demonstrated on the basis of German that the pars
opercularis of the left IFG (i.e. a core subregion of Bro-
ca’s area) is not only sensitive to the relative ordering of
subject and object, but also to a variety of other rela-
tional information types relevant for linear order (e.g.
thematic roles: Bornkessel et al., 2005; referential status:
Grewe et al., 2005; and animacy: Grewe et al., 2006).
Whereas some of these properties (e.g. the basic varia-
tion between subject- and object-initial orders) can be
modeled in terms of phrase structure variations, others
(e.g. the distinction between animate-first and inani-
mate-first orders) cannot. The finding that all of these
linearization properties are processed by exactly the
same neural substrate – and that they all interact with
the subject-before-object principle in this region – thus
speaks in favor of a unified processing mechanism for
linear order that is independent of phrase structure
changes. In addition, there is good evidence to suggest
that phrase structure is processed in cortical regions dis-
tinct from the pars opercularis of the left IFG (see Fried-
erici, 2004).

Secondly, speakers’ intuitions about sentence accept-
ability also support the perspective that word order phe-
nomena are determined by a range of factors, not all of
which can be modeled in terms of phrase structure differ-
ences. To provide empirical support for this point, we
reanalyzed the results of a single-item rating study with
1120 native speakers of German (originally conducted at
the University of Marburg within the scope of two final
BA-theses in Germanic Linguistics: Schindler, 2006;
Tune, 2006). The study adopted an experimental proce-
dure pioneered by Clifton, Fanselow, and Frazier
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(2006), in which each participant saw only a single pair
of sentences. As in the Clifton et al. (2006) study (see p.
61), we asked participants to indicate which member of
the presented pair was ‘‘more acceptable, more natural
sounding, easier to comprehend”. Three factors were
manipulated. Firstly, sentences were either subject- or
object-initial (all arguments were unambiguously case-
marked). Secondly, the subject was either animate or
inanimate (objects were always animate). Thirdly, the
subject was definite and the object indefinite or the other
way around. In addition, the type of (two-argument)
verb was varied such that it selected either a dative (auf-

fallen, ‘to be striking/appealing to’) or an accusative
object (interessieren, ‘to interest’). Both verbs have a the-
matic structure in which the thematic role of the object is
higher-ranking than that of the subject (for details, see
Bornkessel et al., 2004). The results of the rating study
are summarized in Table 13, which shows how often
each sentence type was chosen as the more acceptable/
natural sentence in a pair.

The most striking finding of the rating study was that
object-initial orders are perceived as more acceptable
than their subject-initial counterparts when the object-
initial order is supported by a sufficient number of inde-
pendent factors (thematic structure, definiteness, anima-
cy). This result therefore supports theoretical
approaches to word order which assume that the linear
order of arguments does not simply result from a direct
mapping of grammatical functions into an asymmetric
syntactic structure. While grammatical functions clearly
play a role in determining argument order, they are nei-
ther the only nor the primary factor in this respect.
Rather, these observations appear to be modeled most
parsimoniously by accounts assuming that subject- and
object-initial structures are associated with identical
phrase structure representations, with linear order deter-
mined by the overall ‘‘prominence” value of an argu-
Table 13
Results of the single-item rating study

C-order NPs

A SDEFOIN der Patient einem/n Arzt [the patient]SUBJ[a d

B OINSDEF einem/n Arzt der Patient [a doctor]OBJ[the pa

C SDEFOIN der Wagen einem/n Arzt [the car]SUBJ[a doct

D OINSDEF einem/n Arzt der Wagen [a doctor]OBJ[the ca

E SINODEF ein Patient dem/n Arzt [a patient]SUBJ[the do

F ODEFSIN dem/n Arzt ein Patient [the doctor]OBJ[a pati

G SINODEF ein Wagen dem/n Arzt [a car]SUBJ[the doctor

H ODEFSIN dem/n Arzt ein Wagen [the doctor]OBJ[a car]

The table shows how often each sentence type was chosen as the more
vs. subject-initial sentences are as follows: dative (328OS : 232SO); acc
analyzed statistically using a v2 test, which indicated that dative and
word order preference (v2(1) = 6.97, p < .01). This difference resulte
structions (v2(1) = 16.12, p < .001), while there was no word orde
Abbreviations used: S, subject; O, object; DEF, definite NP; IN, indefi
ment. (Note that these observations cannot be
interpreted as a general argument against grammatical
theories assuming movement operations. However, they
do appear to constitute a strong argument against the
assumption that object-initial structures of the type
examined here (local scrambling) are created by a move-
ment of the object to a position preceding the subject.
Indeed, such order variations have also been derived
via base generation in theories that assume movement
in other parts of the grammar (Fanselow, 2001). How-
ever, whether this account should be extended to cover
all instances of object fronting, e.g. topicalization to
the clause-initial position in German, presently remains
an open question.)

As already mentioned briefly in the introduction, the
Extended Argument Dependency Model (Bornkessel &
Schlesewsky, 2006) implements a movement- and struc-
ture-independent approach to word order as part of a
cross-linguistic, neurocognitive language comprehension
architecture. (For an alternative conceptualization of
phrase structure-independent linearization rules within
the scope of a lexicalist, competition-based comprehen-
sion model, see Vosse & Kempen, 2000.) Within the
Extended Argument Dependency Model, argument
interpretation is accomplished via phrase-structure inde-
pendent linking rules. These draw upon a set of
cross-linguistically motivated, hierarchically ordered
information types termed ‘‘prominence hierarchies”

(e.g. animate arguments > inanimate arguments; definite
arguments > indefinite arguments; thematically higher-
ranking arguments > thematically lower-ranking
arguments; where ‘‘>” should be read as ‘‘are more
prominent than”). For a theoretical motivation of prom-
inence hierarchies from a cross-linguistic (language
typological) perspective, see for example Aissen (2003),
Comrie (1989) and Croft (2003). Furthermore, argument
prominence is also influenced by properties such as case
auffallenDAT interessierenACC summed

octor]OBJ 64 42 106
tient]SUBJ 53 32 85
or]OBJ 67 77 144
r]SUBJ 70 68 138
ctor]OBJ 71 85 156
ent]SUBJ 107 91 198
]OBJ 30 73 108

SUBJ 98 92 190

acceptable/natural sentence in a pair. Summed totals for object-
usative (283OS : 277SO); overall (611OS : 509SO). The data were
accusative sentences differed with respect to the strength of the
d from a significant object-first advantage for the dative con-
r preference for the accusative constructions (v2(1) = 0.045).
nite NP.
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marking and linear order, depending on the particular
language in question. From the perspective of language
comprehension, prominence information serves to
establish hierarchical dependencies between arguments
even before the verb is reached, thereby permitting incre-
mental (pre-verbal) interpretation in verb-final struc-
tures. Conversely, from the perspective of language
production, argument prominence is used to determine
the preferred linear order of arguments with respect to
one another (see above).

Let us now consider how these assumptions about
prominence information and phrase structure indepen-
dent argument interpretation relate to the present find-
ings. The relevant representational assumptions of the
Extended Argument Dependency Model are summa-
rized in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7 shows the representations that are assigned
before the verb is encountered (left column) and after
reanalysis (right column) for our critical sentences with
initial proper nouns (top panel) and those with initial
bare plurals (bottom panel). As is apparent from the fig-
ure, two prominence features are relevant here: subject-
verb agreement [±agrt] and definiteness [±def]. Within
the Extended Argument Dependency Model, [+agrt] is
Fig. 7. Representational assumptions about the critical experimenta
within the Extended Argument Dependency Model (Bornkessel & Sc
assumed to be a default feature for the processing system
to ‘‘fall back on” in the absence of other unambiguous
information. This is the case because it is the only
non-relational prominence feature: in a language like
German, only one argument ever agrees with the verb,
namely the sole argument in an intransitive relation or
the higher-ranking argument of a prototypical two-argu-
ment relation. By contrast, the prominence status of an
argument as defined via features such as animacy or def-
initeness can only ever be determined by means of a
comparison between several arguments (e.g. an inani-
mate argument is not low in prominence per se, but only
in relation to an animate co-argument). Thus, the
assignment of [+agrt] to an initial argument constitutes
an effective default interpretation-strategy that can be
applied in absence of the full range of prominence infor-
mation. As the agreeing argument is always the (nomi-
native-marked) subject in German, this strategy can
further be viewed as a source of the ‘‘subject-preference”

(see Bornkessel & Schlesewsky, 2006). In our critical sen-
tences, the assignment of [+agrt] to the first argument
entails that the second argument must be assigned
[-agrt]. When the verb/auxiliary is reached, the
processing system therefore expects to be able to link
l sentences prior to the verb and after reanalysis as postulated
hlesewsky, 2006).
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the argument hierarchy first noun phrase > second noun
phrase to the lexical representation of the verb.

When the verb/auxiliary does not agree with the argu-
ment bearing the [+agrt] feature, an interpretive mis-
match arises: the assumed argument hierarchy (first
noun phrase > second noun phrase) cannot be mapped
onto the argument hierarchy specified in the lexical entry
of the verb. A ‘‘linking” mismatch of this type is generally
reflected in an N400 response (see also Frisch & Schlesew-
sky, 2001; Philipp, Bornkessel-Schlesewsky, Bisang, &
Schlesewsky, in press, for independent evidence that argu-
ment prominence conflicts correlate with N400 effects).
‘‘Grammatical function reanalysis” is therefore conceptu-
alized as the increased linking cost that comes about when
the processing system’s initial assumptions about the
argument hierarchy cannot be straightforwardly mapped
onto the verb-specific information (in this case due to an
agreement mismatch). Note that this process involves no
features such as [+subject] and no structural properties
that could be viewed as direct correlates of such a feature.
Hence, the label ‘‘grammatical function reanalysis” is
used here as a purely descriptive cover term for the overall
phenomenon.

While the agreement mismatch is the primary deter-
minant of the increased linking costs, the overall diffi-
culty of reanalysis (linking) is a function of the
accessibility of the object-initial structure under the
given prominence conditions. Recall from the discussion
above that object-initial orders are favored by condi-
tions under which the object outranks the subject on
some dimension of prominence. Thus, in Bornkessel
et al. (2004), we found that reanalysis towards an
object-initial order engendered a less pronounced N400
effect and higher final acceptability ratings (speed–accu-
racy trade-off asymptotes) in structures with dative
object-experiencer verbs, i.e. structures in which the
dative Experiencer argument was thematically higher
ranking (more prominent) than the nominative Stimulus
argument. Similarly, the present experiments showed a
more pronounced N400 effect/lower acceptability rat-
ings for object-initial structures in which the first noun
phrase was a bare plural. Here, the object-initial order
is rendered less accessible by the definiteness prominence
hierarchy (see Fig. 7).

In summary, we propose that the reanalysis N400 can
be viewed as a correlate of an argument linking mis-
match, which arises when the argument hierarchy that
was established prior to the verb cannot be straightfor-
wardly mapped (linked) onto the lexical representation
of the verb. Further ERP findings by Hopf, Bayer, Ba-
der, and Meng (1998), who observed an N400-like
effect for the reanalysis of ambiguities between accusa-
tive and dative case, indicate that the occurrence of the
reanalysis N400 generalizes beyond subject-object
ambiguities to all types of ambiguities affecting the
argument hierarchy.
On the relation between the reanalysis N400 and

‘‘standard” N400 effects

Like the classical lexical-semantic N400, the reanaly-
sis N400 indexes interpretively-relevant processes of
comprehension. However, in contrast to the information
types involved in engendering ‘‘classical” N400 effects
(see, for example, Kutas & Federmeier, 2000; Kutas,
Van Petten, & Kluender, 2006), the interpretive proper-
ties at issue here are not related to plausibility or world-
knowledge. There are several reasons as to why a plau-
sibility-based approach cannot explain the finding of
reanalysis-related N400 effects. Such an account would
have to claim either (a) that the object-initial sentences
in the experiments in which a reanalysis N400 was
observed were less plausible than their subject-initial
counterparts, or (b) that object-initial orders are less
plausible per se. The first possibility is ruled out by pre-
vious studies (Bornkessel et al., 2004; Schlesewsky &
Bornkessel, 2006), in which exactly the same relations
were presented as subject- and object-initial orders and
an N400 was nonetheless observed for the latter. The
second possibility is rendered highly unlikely by the find-
ings of our single-item rating study (see above), which
shows that object-initial structures can be even more
acceptable than their subject-initial counterparts.
Finally, as discussed in the introduction, speed-accuracy
trade-off (SAT) results show that the reanalysis N400
correlates with differences in SAT dynamics, whereas
plausibility differences generally yield differences in
SAT asymptote. Taken together, these observations pro-
vide strong converging support against a plausibility-
based interpretation of the reanalysis N400.

In fact, the speed-accuracy trade-off (SAT) literature
provides an apt illustration of how prominence-based
argument linking, a process at the syntax-semantics
interface, can be envisaged to be separate from plausibil-
ity processing. For example, McElree and Nordlie
(1999) found that metaphorical statements (e.g. Some

mouths are sewers), which were less likely to be judged
as meaningful than literal controls (e.g. Some tunnels

are sewers), engendered lower SAT asymptotes, but
not slower SAT dynamics. Thus, while the probability
of computing the correct (metaphorical) interpretation
was reduced for these less plausible sentences, the time
taken to compute that interpretation was not prolonged.
By contrast, McElree and Griffith (1995) observed that
sentences involving animacy-based thematic role viola-
tions (e.g. Some people amuse books) led to slower
SAT dynamics in comparison to minimally differing
grammatical control sentences. Interestingly, while these
latter violations involve a mismatch with respect to
prominence features (animacy) and argument linking,
McElree and Nordlie’s (1999) stimuli do not. These pre-
vious SAT findings therefore support the idea that, in
contrast to problems arising due to the implausibility
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of a sentence, increased costs in argument linking
require more processing time. A parsimonious interpre-
tation of this speed difference is that argument linking
costs engender increased computational effort (see Born-
kessel et al., 2004; McElree, Pylkkänen, Pickering, &
Traxler, 2006).

Rather than reflecting plausibility mismatches,
reanalysis N400s thus appear to depend on interpre-
tively relevant, but structure independent grammatical

properties. We would therefore expect to observe N400
effects of this type whenever different prominence-based
information sources provide conflicting information
about the argument hierarchy within a single clause.
These circumstances are clearly very different from those
engendering reanalysis-related P600 effects, which never
involve an argument prominence conflict within a
clause, but rather call for a reassignment of an argu-
ment’s status across clause boundaries.

As to the neural mechanisms underlying the reanaly-
sis N400, the arguments advanced above suggest that
there likely exists a deeper functional relation between
this effect and standard N400 effects at some level. This
interpretation is in line with a broader range of findings
demonstrating that ERP effects with an N400-like
latency and topography can be observed in a variety
of linguistic and non-linguistic domains in response to
interpretive conflicts of some description (e.g. Jemel,
George, Olivares, Fiori, & Renault, 1999; Jost, Hennig-
hausen, & Rösler, 2004; Niedeggen & Rösler, 1999; Sit-
nikova, Kuperberg, & Holcomb, 2003). In spite of these
potential functional similarities, however, initial examin-
ations using frequency based EEG analysis techniques
suggest that the reanalysis N400 is not physiologically
identical to the standard N400 observed in language
processing (Roehm, Schlesewsky, Bornkessel, Frisch, &
Haider, 2004; Roehm, Bornkessel-Schlesewsky, & Schle-
sewsky, 2007b). Yet such a more fine-grained differenti-
ation does not appear entirely surprising in view of the
observation that the N400 component is generated by
a widely distributed neural network (Maess, Herrmann,
Hahne, Nakamura, & Friederici, 2006), which might
thus be subject to finer degrees of modulation. Further
research should thus aim to shed light on the underlying
functional and physiological similarities and differences
between these different N400 effects, which might be
conceived of as different members of an overall ‘‘N400
family”.

Monophasic late positivities in grammatical function

reanalyses

The account laid out above, in which grammatical
function reanalyses (in verb-final complement clauses)
correlate with N400 effects (possibly followed by a late
positivity) is faced by the following problem: how can
we account for the appearance of a monophasic positiv-
ity in several previous studies examining accusative
structures (Bornkessel et al., 2004; Friederici & Mecklin-
ger, 1996; Schlesewsky & Bornkessel, 2006)? If we are
correct in assuming that the N400 is the ‘‘true” electro-
physiological correlate of grammatical function reanaly-
sis, the most likely explanation for these seemingly
monophasic positivity effects would be that they are sur-
face remnants of an underlying biphasic pattern. In fact,
this type of scenario is not as implausible as it may
appear at a first glance. Recall from the discussion of
Experiment 2 that typical experimental designs for the
examination of grammatical function reanalyses (i.e.
experiments using single sentence presentation and a
task after each sentence) are ideally suited to eliciting
task-related P300 effects. A component overlap between
a reanalysis-related N400 and a P300 at the disambigu-
ating position is therefore a very real possibility in exper-
iments of this type. Visual inspection suggests that this
might be the case, for example, in the data reported by
Schlesewsky and Bornkessel (2006; Experiment 1), in
which the disambiguating auxiliary in accusative struc-
tures shows a slightly more negative-going waveform
for object-initial sentences in the N400 time window,
with a positive peak apparent in the subject-initial con-
dition (see Schlesewsky & Bornkessel, 2006; Fig. 2).
Assuming that a P300 occurs in both critical conditions
as the auxiliary is always a target stimulus, the overlap
between N400 and P300 in the object-initial condition
may have led to a significant attenuation of the reanaly-
sis-related N400 effect.

Further converging support for the assumption that
N400 effects may be modulated by P300 effects occurring
within the same time window stems from findings on the
processing of lexical-semantic relations at the word level.
Thus, Roehm et al. (2007a, 2007b) showed that the mag-
nitude of the ‘‘N400 difference” between antonym pairs
(e.g. black–white) and non-antonym pairs (e.g. black–

yellow) is modulated substantially by the presence or
absence of an overlapping P300 effect. Notably, the
occurrence of the P300 was completely independent of
the properties of the stimulus materials and rather
depended on task and individual processing strategy.
For example, when the second member of the antonym
pairs was a target stimulus in the context of the experi-
mental task (an antonymy judgment), it engendered a
pronounced P300 effect, which led to a larger overall
N400 effect (since antonyms also engender an N400
reduction due to semantic relatedness). On the surface,
however, only a composite ERP difference between the
antonym condition and the non-antonym condition
was observed, i.e. at a first glance, the presence of two
overlapping components is not apparent. A similar com-
ponent overlap could plausibly have occurred in previ-
ous experiments on grammatical function reanalysis,
particularly in view of the clear task-relevance of the dis-
ambiguating item in all of these studies.
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In fact, a closer examination of several previous stud-
ies reveals that the finding of reanalysis-related negativ-
ities in grammatical function reanalyses with accusative
verbs is not entirely unprecedented. For example, Meck-
linger et al. (1995) observed an N400 for object- as
opposed to subject-relative clauses at the position of a
participle introducing a semantic bias towards the
object- or the subject-initial structure. In addition, an
early positivity was observed for object vs. subject rela-
tives at the position of the subsequent auxiliary, which
disambiguated the sentence structure via number agree-
ment. One possible interpretation of this finding is that
the N400 at the position of the participle reflects the
reanalysis towards an object-initial structure, while the
positivity engendered by the auxiliary is a target-related
P300 effect. Of course, this interpretation raises the ques-
tion of why there should be a larger P300 for object-ini-
tial structures. This effect may have resulted from the
type of comprehension questions used, which were all
in the passive voice (e.g. ‘‘Was the gardener visited?”

for a sentence such as This is the gardener who the doc-

tors visited). According to Mecklinger et al. (1995), par-
ticipants reported a ‘‘passivization” strategy in which
they converted the experimental sentence into the form
of the corresponding correct comprehension question.
This strategy can be followed optimally in object-initial
sentences, in which the topic and head noun of the rela-
tive clause (the gardener) can be straightforwardly
mapped onto the argument in the question. Object-ini-
tial sentences therefore appear to be target stimuli, hence
engendering a P300.

A similar result of a negativity at the initial point of
disambiguation followed by a positivity at the sentence-
final position was reported by Friederici et al. (1998) for
sentences in which the object-initial order was first indi-
cated by the case marking of the second argument but
later confirmed by the number marking of the sen-
tence-final auxiliary. These findings provide further sup-
port for the current account.

In summary, the assumption of an underlying bipha-
sic pattern in experiments showing a seemingly mono-
phasic positivity is not implausible in view of previous
demonstrations of component overlap between N400
and P300 effects. However, the predictions of this
account clearly need to be examined further in future
research. Most crucially, our proposal predicts that
accusative and dative case should interact differentially
with task and strategy-related parameters: as only accu-
sative sentences ever show an (apparently) monophasic
positivity, accusative structures must be more suscepti-
ble to component overlap than dative structures. This
might, for example, result from the fact that accusative
is the regular object case in German, while dative is
the exception. Thus, accusative structures may be signif-
icantly more likely to fulfill strategic predictions than
dative structures. This susceptibility may be enhanced
by segmented visual presentation (especially the rela-
tively slow ‘‘rapid serial visual presentation” used in
ERP studies).

Though an account along these lines is still somewhat
speculative at present, there may be some independent
evidence for it from the domain of morphological pro-
cessing. Within the context of the debate on regular ver-
sus irregular morphology (for a discussion, see Pinker &
Ullman, 2002; McClelland & Patterson, 2002) a number
of ERP studies have reported left anterior negativities
for the processing of incorrect irregular forms (Lück,
Hahne, & Clahsen, 2006; Rodriguez-Fornells, Clahsen,
Lleó, Zaake, & Münte, 2001; Weyerts, Penke, Dohrm,
Clahsen, & Münte, 1997; for a negativity with a some-
what different distribution, see Gross, Say, Kleingers,
Clahsen, & Münte, 1998). By contrast, the pattern of
results for incorrect regular words is much more vari-
able: whereas some experiments showed N400 differ-
ences for violations of regular forms (Lück et al., 2006;
Weyerts et al., 1997), others did not reveal any negativity
effects at all (Gross et al., 1998; Penke et al., 1997). Thus,
one might draw a tentative analogy between these find-
ings and the domain of subject-object ambiguities: in
both cases, the ‘‘regular” forms show a more variable
component pattern than the exceptions.

In subsequent research on subject-object ambiguities,
a differential modulation of task-related parameters
should therefore be shown to yield a significant modula-
tion of effects within the N400 time window. The find-
ings of Experiment 2–which show that task per se does
not appear strong enough to yield such a modulation–
suggest that visual presentation may be required to
induce the desired effect.

Alternative explanations?

Other than the assumption of an underlying biphasic
ERP pattern even in the case of a seemingly monophasic
positivity, what might be an alternative explanation for
the overall pattern of results for grammatical function
reanalyses? Most trivially, we might interpret the data
as showing that reanalysis in accusative structures is
associated with different components in the visual and
auditory domains. For dative structures, by contrast,
the neurophysiological correlates of reanalysis remain
constant across modalities. In the absence of indepen-
dent evidence that modality can have such a profound
influence on processing mechanisms, an account along
these lines is clearly not very desirable.

Alternatively, one might propose that the late posi-
tivity (which would then be functionally equivalent to
the P600) is the ‘‘true” correlate of reanalysis, with an
N400 additionally showing up under certain circum-
stances. However, this proposal encounters difficulties
in a number of places. Firstly, it cannot explain why
the N400, rather than the late positivity/P600, is the
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component that is invariably observable in reanalysis
contexts involving dative case and why the occurrence
of a late positivity is rather tied to the markedness of
the structure resulting from the reanalysis. Furthermore,
the SAT results in Bornkessel et al. (2004) make a con-
vincing case that a monophasic N400 can indeed be
viewed as a correlate of reanalysis, thereby effectively
rendering the presence of a late positivity/P600 as a cor-
relate of reanalysis unnecessary. Thus, if the late positiv-
ity/P600 were indeed the true reanalysis component, we
would now need to explain why it isn’t always observa-
ble in a reanalysis context. This, however, appears con-
siderably more difficult than the analogous line of
argumentation for the N400: while the possibility of
component overlap between N400 and P300 effects is
well known, it is entirely unclear which type of effect
might lead to an attenuation or suppression of the late
positivity/P600.

Finally, a very speculative (though physiologically
plausible) alternative explanation might hold that sim-
ilar processes of grammatical function reanalysis can be
reflected in distinct ERP components (N400 vs. P600).
From this perspective, the P600 effects observed in pre-
vious studies would amount to truly monophasic ERP
patterns, in which grammatical function reanalysis
proper is reflected in a late positivity rather than an
N400. A possible solution to this apparent paradox
of two components reflecting a similar underlying pro-
cess stems from a frequency-based perspective on ERPs
(Bas�ar, 1998, 1999). It has been argued that at least
certain ERP components can be interpreted as resulting
from a phase resetting of underlying oscillatory activity
in different frequency bands (Makeig et al., 2002). Con-
sequently, two components with differing latencies and
polarities may reflect identical functional processes,
albeit at different points in time. With respect to the
reanalysis N400, frequency-based analyses have shown
that this component in fact has very similar underlying
frequency characteristics to typical late positivity effects
and thereby differs from classical lexical-semantic
N400s (Roehm, 2004; Roehm et al., 2007b). Therefore,
N400 and late positivity effects correlating with gram-
matical function reanalyses might be viewed as result-
ing from the same underlying oscillatory activity.
However, an explanation along these lines nevertheless
begs the question of why similar underlying processes
should manifest themselves as N400 effects under cer-
tain circumstances and as P600 effects under others.

In summary, we believe that the most parsimonious
explanation of the overall data pattern is currently one
which assumes that grammatical function reanalyses—
as instances of argument linking conflicts - engender an
N400 effect. Clearly, the prediction that this effect can be
modulated by ERP correlates of task- or strategy-related
processes occurring within the same time window will
need to be corroborated by further research.
Conclusions

On the basis of two auditory ERP studies, we have
argued that the N400 component is a robust electro-
physiological correlate of grammatical function reanal-
ysis in verb-final constructions. Hence, grammatical
function reanalyses behave differently from other
reanalysis types, which are consistently correlated with
late positive ERP effects. This observation provides
converging support for the assumption that processing
phenomena related to (at least certain types of) word
order variations should be distinguished from those
that involve phrase structure alterations. We thus
interpret the ‘‘reanalysis N400” as a correlate of an
argument linking conflict, which arises when the
prominence-based argument hierarchy established
prior to the verb cannot be straightforwardly mapped
onto the argument hierarchy specified in the verb’s
lexical entry.
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Appendix A. Sentence materials for Experiment 1 and 2

The critical constituents of the experimental sentences are
listed with their word-by-word translation: proper noun–bare

plural noun phrase–accusative verb (infinitive)–dative active

verb (infinitive). The critical constituents used are highly sim-
ilar to the material employed by Bornkessel et al., 2004, as
the same proper nouns and bare plural noun phrases as well
as most of the verbs were used. For Experiment 1, the sen-
tences were constructed with accusative and dative verbs,
while only sentences with accusative verbs were employed in
Experiment 2.
01
 Jochen Touristinnen wecken nachsehen

Jochen tourists wake watch
02
 Bertram Surferinnen ärgern gratulieren

Bertram surfers anger congratulate
03
 Stefan Schwimmerinnen stoßen drohen

Stefan swimmers push threaten
04
 Reinhold Autorinnen auslachen applaudieren

Reinhold authors laugh-at applaud
05
 Lisa Poetinnen schlagen berichten

Lisa poets hit report-to
(continued on next page
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06
 Christa Leserinnen retten zusehen

Christa readers rescue watch
07
 Kerstin Studentinnen anhören antworten

Kerstin students listen-to answer
08
 Thomas Professoren rufen nachschauen

Thomas professors call watch
09
 Alfred Doktoranden anbrüllen drohen

Alfred PhD-students shout-at threaten
10
 Karin Agentinnen grüßen helfen

Karin agents greet help
11
 Christoph Schmugglerinnen töten danken

Christoph smugglers kill thank
12
 Annett Fälscherinnen warnen gratulieren

Annett forgers warn congratulate
13
 Simon Notärztinnen tadeln zustimmen

Simon doctors scold agree-with
14
 Birgit Journalisten suchen nachgeben

Birgit journalists search give-in-to
15
 Heiner Ordnerinnen einstellen vertrauen

Heiner keepers employ trust
16
 Anja Kandidaten hören zustimmen

Anja candidates hear agree-with
17
 Hubert Spielerinnen filmen zuwinken

Hubert players film wave-to
18
 Tina Siegerinnen tragen danken

Tina winners carry thank
19
 Frieda Artistinnen angrinsen vertrauen

Frieda artists grin-at trust
20
 Birte Dompteurinnen abholen nachgeben

Birte tamers pick-up give-in-to
21
 Werner Zauberinnen heilen auflauern

Werner magicians heal ambush
22
 Waltraud Anglerinnen mustern zusehen

Waltraud fisherwomen examine watch
23
 Gerhard Pächterinnen anbrüllen widersprechen

Gerhard tenants shout-at disagree-with
24
 Willi Seglerinnen baden winken

Willi sailors bathe wave-to
25
 Ines Terroristen fangen beistehen

Ines terrorists catch support
26
 Dagmar Fahrerinnen stellen zustimmen

Dagmar drivers catch agree
27
 Markus Zöllnerinnen feuern abraten

Markus customs-officers fire discourage
28
 Hanna Kolleginnen rügen widersprechen

Hanna colleagues reprove disagree-with
29
 Sonja Passantinnen kennen antworten

Sonja passers-by know answer
30
 Wolfgang Käuferinnen brauchen gratulieren

Wolfgang buyers need congratulate
31
 Anke Bäuerinnen ablenken nachschauen

Anke farmers distract watch
32
 Martha Reiterinnen anhalten applaudieren

Martha riders stop applaud
33
 Burkhard Pilgerinnen jagen auflauern

Burkhard pilgrims hunt ambush
34
 Kirsten Diplomanden abhören beistehen

Kirsten graduate-students bug support
35
 Astrid Dozentinnen wählen danken

Astrid lecturers choose thank
Appendix A (continued)
36
 Gabi Rednerinnen trösten antworten

Gabi speakers comfort answer
37
 Britta Mörderinnen mögen helfen

Britta murderers like help
38
 Susann Anwältinnen rügen nachschauen

Susann lawyers scold watch
39
 Jürgen Richterinnen anzeigen zusehen

Jürgen judges report watch
40
 Josef Floristinnen einladen nachgeben

Josef florists invite give-in-to
41
 Anne Räuberinnen anziehen huldigen

Anne robbers attract court
42
 Nadine Intendanten meiden abraten

Nadine directors avoid discourage
43
 Edith Flötistinnen kitzeln auflauern

Edith flautists tickle ambush
44
 Ludwig Dirigenten fesseln berichten

Ludwig conductors tie-up report-to
45
 Grete Cellistinnen anhalten huldigen

Grete cellists stop court
46
 Antje Juristinnen loben zusehen

Antje jurists praise watch
47
 Detlef Bürgerinnen treten abraten

Detlef citizens kick discourage
48
 Norbert Klientinnen anlachen antworten

Norbert clients laugh-at answer
49
 Axel Kanzlerinnen grüßen applaudieren

Axel chanellors greet applaud
50
 Karsten Diplomaten treffen zuwinken

Karsten diplomats meet wave-to
51
 Gertrud Kaiserinnen knebeln huldigen

Gertrud emperors gag court
52
 Ilse Königinnen anhalten drohen

Ilse queens stop threaten
53
 Roland Prinzessinnen ärgern winken

Roland princesses anger wave-to
54
 Erwin Patientinnen zwicken huldigen

Erwin patients pinch court
55
 Paula Pilotinnen hassen widersprechen

Paula pilots hate disagree-with
56
 Silke Stewardessen schütteln auflauern

Silke flight-attendants shake ambush
57
 Peter Soldatinnen hauen nachsehen

Peter soldiers hit watch
58
 David Künstlerinnen malen winken

David artists paint wave-to
59
 Günther Sängerinnen ausrauben nachsehen

Günther singers rob watch
60
 Friedrich Gönnerinnen lieben auflauern

Friedrich patrons love ambush
61
 Vincent Fahnderinnen schützen applaudieren

Vincent investigators protect applaud
62
 Siegfried Helferinnen aufregen widersprechen

Siegfried helpers upset disagree-with
63
 Wolfram Hehlerinnen foltern danken

Wolfram dealers torture thank
64
 Marga Enkelinnen einführen winken

Marga grandchildren introduce wave-to
65
 Judith Bastlerinnen trösten berichten

Judith tinkerers comfort report-to
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66
 Sascha Schneiderinnen anschwärzen zustimmen

Sascha tailors denounce agree-with
67
 Erich Nachbarinnen stören widersprechen

Erich neighbours disturb disagree-with
68
 Robert Siedlerinnen löchern nachschauen

Robert settlers pester watch
69
 Marlies Chirurginnen nerven zuwinken

Marlies surgeons anger wave-to
70
 Sandra Kolleginnen bremsen widersprechen

Sandra colleagues slow-down disagree-with
71
 Hanna Kellnerinnen schätzen zuwinken

Hanna waiters appreciate wave-to
72
 Tanja Fleischerinnen würgen nachsehen

Tanja butchers strangle watch
73
 Maren Ketzerinnen achten helfen

Maren heretics respect help
74
 Christian Pastorinnen löchern abraten

Christian pastors pester discourage
75
 Rudolf Präsidenten loben zustimmen

Rudolf presidents praise follow
Appendix A (continued)
76
 Lena Probandinnen anrufen danken

Lena participants phone thank
77
 Johann Masseurinnen ablehnen drohen

Johann masseurs reject threaten
78
 Wilhelm Astronauten anstoßen gratulieren

Wilhelm astronauts nudge congratulate
79
 Martin Lehrerinnen kämmen widersprechen

Martin teachers comb disagree-with
80
 Inge Kameraden finden helfen

Inge companions find help
81
 Heike Läuferinnen mögen vertrauen

Heike runners like trust
82
 Joachim Schiedsrichterinnen suchen helfen

Joachim referees look-for help
83
 Sandra Springerinnen aufregen widersprechen

Sandra jumpers upset disagree-with
84
 Michael Sportlerinnen rufen gratulieren

Michael sportswomen call congratulate
Appendix B. Sample stories and story complexity parameters for Experiment 1

Two example stories from Experiment 1 in their original German versions (A) and their approximate English translations (B)
A
 B
Das renommierte Brandstätter Orchester hat im letzten
Jahr zwei Stellen für Musiker ausgeschrieben. In diesem
beruflichen Umfeld werden freie Stellen gewöhnlich
vergeben, nachdem die Kandidaten anonym hinter einem
Vorhang eine Kostprobe ihres Könnens abgegeben
haben. Dieses Vorgehen soll ein faires Verfahren
garantieren. Nach den damaligen Vorspielen sind
allerdings Vorkommnisse ans Tageslicht gelangt, die die
angestrebte Fairness infrage stellen. Es wurde erzählt,
dass Unregelmäßigkeiten sowohl bei der Anhörung der
Flötisten als auch beim Vorspiel der Streicher
aufgetreten sind. So beschwerte sich die
Auswahlkommission, dass Edith Flötistinnen

aufgelauertDAT haben/gekitzeltACChaben. Die
Kommission fühlte sich danach außerstande, eine
gerechte Entscheidung zu fällen. Außerdem kennen viele
die Geschichte von Ludwig, der sich als Cellist beworben
hat und virtuos gespielt haben soll. Im nachhinein wurde
allerdings bekannt, dass Dirigenten Ludwig

berichtetDAThaben/gefesseltACChaben. Ein solcher Vorfall
wird die Objektivität der Stellenvergabe ebenfalls negativ
beeinflusst haben. Als sei dies noch nicht genug, gab es
weitere Zwischenfälle, die die Besetzung der Stellen
anzweifeln lassen. So scheint noch immer unglaublich,
dass Grete Cellistinnen gehuldigtDAThat/

angehaltenACChat. Aber vielleicht sollte man diese
Begebenheit weniger schwer werten, zeigt sie doch nur,
dass Künstler heutzutage eigenartige Gepflogenheiten
besitzen.
Last year, the renowned Brandstadt Orchestra advertised two
positions for musicians. In this line of work, openings are usually
filled after the candidates perform anonymously behind a curtain.
This procedure is intended to guarantee for a fair selection process.
After the recitals in question, however, certain incidents came to
light which cast doubt on the intended fairness. It was rumored
that irregularities took place both in the flautists’ performance and
in the string players’ recital. Thus, the selection committee
complained that flautists ambushedDAT/tickledACCEdith. Because of
this, the committee felt unable to come to a fair decision. In
addition, many people have heard the story of Ludwig, who
applied as a cellist and apparently gave a virtuoso performance.
Later on, however, it became known that conductors reported

toDATLudwig/tied Ludwig upACC. This occurrence will also have
had a negative influence on the objectivity of the selection process.
As if this weren’t enough, there were several additional incidents
that called the way in which the positions were filled into question.
For example, it still seems unbelievable that Grete courtedDAT/
stoppedACCcellists. But perhaps one should not let this occurrence
weigh too heavily as it only goes to show that artists have strange
habits these days.
(continued on next page)
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A
 B
Die Klinik für Psychiatrie und Psychotherapie der Berliner
Charite ist weit über die Stadtgrenzen für ihr
Behandlungsangebot bekannt. Insbesondere Patienten
mit speziellen Wahnhaften Störungen werden hier in einer
geschlossenen Aufnahmestation behandelt. Das
Besondere an ihrer Erkrankung ist, dass sie in ihrem
bizarren Wahn annehmen, eine bedeutende Persönlichkeit
der Weltgeschichte zu sein. Im Klinikalltag bilden hierbei
interessanterweise ähnliche ’Persönlichkeiten’ kleine
Grüppchen, die fest zusammenhalten. Das hat
mittlerweile sogar dazu geführt, dass Königinnen Ilse

gedrohtDAThaben/angehaltenACChaben. Denn Ilse gehört
nicht zur Monarchiegruppe, sondern glaubt, eine
bedeutende Wissenschaftlerin zu sein. Immer wieder
kommt es zu wunderlichen Begebenheiten, in die die
Monarchiegruppe verwickelt ist. So erinnern sich sogar die
Patienten noch daran, dass Roland Prinzessinnen

gewunkenDAThaben/geärgertACChaben. Roland war zu
dem Zeitpunkt seit drei Tagen Pfleger auf der Station und
musste sich noch an die dortigen Gepflogenheiten
gewöhnen. Dabei hat geholfen, dass Erwin ihm mit seiner
langjährigen Erfahrung im Pflegedienst beiseite stand.
Auch Erwin hat seine Erfahrungen mit
Psychiatriepatienten gemacht und könnte viele
Geschichten darüber erzählen. Es können allerdings nur
wenige darüber lachen, dass Patientinnen Erwin

gehuldigtDAThat/gezwicktACChat. So etwas ist in einem
medizinisch-therapeutischen Umfeld zu ungewöhnlich.
The clinic for psychiatry and psychotherapy of the Charite hospital
in Berlin is known far beyond the city limits for the range of
therapies on offer. In particular, patients with delusional disorders
are treated here in a locked ward. The peculiarity of their illness lies
in the fact that, in their bizarre delusional state, they believe that
they are an important personality from world history.
Interestingly, in day-to-day clinic life, similar ‘‘personalities” form
small groups that always stick together. This has even led to the
incident that queens threatenedDAT/stoppedACCIlse. Ilse doesn’t
belong to the monarchy group but rather thinks that she is a
famous scientist. The monarchy group in particular has repeatedly
been involved in strange and unforeseen occurrences. For example,
even the patients still remember that princesses waved toDAT/
angeredACCRoland. At the time, Roland had been an attendant at
the ward for three days and was still getting acquainted with
everything. In this context, he found it very helpful that Erwin,
who was a very experienced psychiatric nurse, was there to support
him. Erwin, too, has had his experiences with psychiatric patients
and has many stories to tell. However, only few people could laugh
about the fact that Erwin courtedDAT/pinchedACCpatients. This is
just far too unusual for a medical environment.
Critical sentences are italicized. Note that the critical sentences were constructed so that the type of verb (accusative or dative) would
not be predictable from the context. In addition, the particular verbs used in each sentence were never highly predictable from the
context but were also not semantically odd within the story. Finally, the givenness of the noun phrases in the critical sentences was
counterbalanced within subject- and object-initial sentences (see the Methods section of Experiment 1 and the Supplementary
materials). For a full list of the stories presented in Experiment 1 (in German), confer the Supplementary materials. Abbreviations used:

ACC, accusative; DAT, dative.

Complexity parameters for the 28 stories in Experiment 1
Parameter
 Mean
 Standard deviation
Number of sentences
 12.64
 0.49
Number of words
 181.54
 5.63
Sentence type

Main clause
 3.54
 1.04

Preposed subordinate clause
 0.86
 0.76

Center-embedded clause
 0.36
 0.49

Right branching subordinate clause
 8.14
 1.35
Subordinate clause

Subject-relative clause
 1.21
 1.00

Object-relative clause
 0.25
 0.44

Prepositional phrase (PP)
 0.32
 0.48

Adjunct clause
 1.89
 1.10
Word order of object-before-subject or PP-before-s
 gical fields
ubject in so-called ‘topolo ’

In the prefield
 3.00
 1.12

In the middlefield
 0.61
 0.74
Number of propositions (following Kintsch, 1998)
 25.07
 1.90
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Parameter
 Mean
 Standard deviation
Cohesion (following Halliday and Hasan, 1976, see also Kemper, Rash, Kynette, and Norman, 1990)

Reference
 7.86
 3.63

Ellipsis
 1.57
 0.92

Lexical cohesion
 10.39
 2.95

Substitution
 0.36
 0.49

Conjunction
 14.39
 1.83
Appendix C. Supplementary data

Supplementary data associated with this article can be
found, in the online version, at doi:10.1016/j.jml.2008.02.003.
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